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‘Honest Staff - I didn’t touch it!’ One of the features of the 2003 Reunion was the opening of the School
of Electronic and Aeronauatical Engineering workshops and hangars to the old boys. Here Pete (Smokey)
Henry, a ‘49er, is seen checking the airworthiness of a Lynx helicopter fitted with an anti-tank attachment!
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EDITORIAL

SITUATIONS VACANT

The views expressed herein do not necessary reflect the policy
and views, official or otherwise, of the Association, therefore no
responsibility for these will be accepted.

Editor OBAN:
With the recent resignation of Brian Hornsey, who has done
sterling work for many years in editing and producing the
newsletter, the position of OBAN Editor is now vacant.

OBAN is the newsletter for the Arborfield Old Boys Association
and contributions from all Arborfield ex-apprentices are
keenly solicited. Contributions in the form of letters, articles, or
photographs, should be sent by post to:
AOBA OBAN
The REME Museum of Technology
Isaac Newton Road, Arborfield, RG2 9NJ.
or by email to:
oban@arborfieldoldboys.co.uk
Any real photographs will be retained in the photographic
archives of the REME Museum unless, you specifically request
their return. The preferred format for electronic images is TIFF
(as this gives the best hard copy reproduction on printing), but
JPG & BMP will be accepted. If you don’t have access to a
typewriter, word processor or computer, then manuscript articles
should be sent first to Frank Fendick (45A), who has agreed to
type out any articles (not letters) that have been hand-written.
He will then email the articles on to the Editor. Frank’s address is:
1 West End, Northwold, Thetford, Norfolk, IP26 5LE.
This is the first version of EOBAN that has been designed
specifically for the Web (past EOBANS have just been pdf’s of
the hard copy). Any comments or thoughts that you may have
on the format will be warmly welcomed by the AOBA Webmaster
ken@arborfieldloldboys.co.uk.

If you feel up to the challenge of filling this vacancy and would
like to discuss it further, then please contact the Honorary
Secretary, Col Bill Cleasby, at your earliest opportunity.
OBAN will be published four times a year and the role of the
Editor is to gather letters, news reports, stories, anecdotes,
photographs, cartoons and all that makes OBAN worth
reading.
The Editor needs to be sufficiently computer literate to prepare
the contents for each OBAN as text or document files. The
Editor does not need to be skilled in page composition, layout
or production techniques, as those tasks are now carried out
separately. However there is an opportunity, if so desired, for
the Editor to learn those skills with the appropriate software
tools being provided.
Assistant Secretary:
As David Vaughan has now been appointed as Vice Chairman
of the Association, this leaves the post of Assistant Secretary
vacant. The Assistant Secretary is expected to attend the
quarterly committee meetings and assist the Honorary
Secretary, particularly with preparations for the Annual reunion.
Please contact the Honorary Secretary, Col Bill Cleasby, for
further details, if you would like to help in this area.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
As I anticipated in my message in the last issue of the OBAN, the closure of the College
moved a step closer in November. Despite a number of concerns raised by DEME(A),
particularly with regard to the potential long-term impact on REME recruiting and training,
the Minister has now agreed in principle that training at ATFC should cease in August
2004. All that remains is a 6-week period of consultation with the Trades Unions, due to
last until mid-January, after which a final decision will be made.
Clearly everyone at the College was bitterly disappointed with the latest announcement
and I know that you will all feel the same way. It effectively spells the end of 65 years
of apprentice training at Arborfield, which is not only very sad but to my mind, also very
short-sighted. Junior entry training will of course continue, the 42-week course currently
run at AFC Harrogate being opened up to the technical arms, but I cannot help but feel
that this decision will result in a net loss to the Army. Unfortunately, we will not know
whether this is the case until a few years time, by which time any damage will have
already been done.
As I am sure you will appreciate, we face some stiff challenges at the College in the coming months. For example, we
are already starting to lose civilian staff as they take up employment elsewhere and the situation is likely to worsen next term.
Nevertheless, I am adamant that the 600 ATs still to pass out from the College continue to get the very best training possible; I also
intend to do everything I can to ensure that the final course gets remembered as the best ever. (I realise, however, that many of
you will see this as an unachievable aspiration, given that your own particular intake was obviously the best that the College has
ever seen!)
From the perspective of the AOBA, the closure of the College will obviously necessitate a change in plans for the Old Boys’
Weekend, although not for the 2004 reunion which will still go ahead as planned. I suspect that most of you would wish the event
to continue being held in Arborfield and this is an issue, which the Committee will address in the New Year.
I apologise for my somewhat downbeat message, but given the circumstances I’m not sure how it could have been any other
way. That said, morale at the College remains high and we are now fully into the swing of Christmas functions and Pass Out
Parade preparations - I am sure you all remember what it’s like! On which note, I would like to end by wishing you and your
families a Happy Christmas and a prosperous and healthy New Year.
Lt Col A W Phillips RE
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FROM THE HONORARY SECRETARY

Lt Col IWJ Cleasby (61C)

I am an optimist by nature, but I have to admit it is not looking good for the future of the College at
Arborfield. The final decision has not yet been taken, but the odds are against a last minute reprieve.
Still you never know. If the site does close, my first thoughts for future reunions are annual Arborfield
gatherings based on a large local hotel, with visits to the museum, SEAE and hopefully the Garden
of Remembrance. Ken Anderson has put a slot on the web site for your ideas, so please make your
views known.
You will all be sad to hear that, after some ten years in the job, Brian Hornsey our intrepid OBAN
Editor, has decided regretfully to call it a day. He has done a splendid job over the years and I am sure
you will all want me to thank him very sincerely on your behalf. The OBAN has become a welcomed
friend to many of our members and a platform for your memories, comments and news. It will go on
of course and the fact that you are reading this suggests that something has turned up. Once again
Brian, thank you very much indeed for your service to the Association. It is much appreciated.
You will be pleased to hear that sales of The ‘Arborfield Apprentice’ are going extremely well, with
hardly a day passing without a cheque in the post. It really is a splendid read and perhaps well beyond most members, expectations.
Peter Gripton has to be congratulated on producing such a masterpiece. Actually, he appears to have got the author’s bit between
his teeth - I understand he has just published, to much local acclaim, a comprehensive history of his village. It just goes to show
that you can’t keep a good ex- Apprentice down. What is the betting that we will soon see ‘The Arborfield Apprentice 2’ !!!
It will soon be time to start thinking about the 2004 reunion and, if it is to be the last one at Arborfield, it promises to be a real ‘ram
samy’ of a do. I will be sending out the applications in late February / early March as usual, so please book early to secure your
place at Dinner. It will be the Golden Anniversary for the 54 intakes and, of course, the Diamond Anniversary for the 44 intakes.
Don’t forget, I will be looking for a speaker from the 54 intake, to regale us with his memories of yesteryear. As a reminder, the
2004 reunion will be held over the weekend of the 19/20/21 June 2004.
On a final note, may I thank very sincerely all those who contributed so generously to the Poperinghe Guardroom appeal. The
construction at the REME Museum is due to be completed by Christmas and the fitting-out phase by Easter 2004. So, during your
stay at Arborfield next year, please come and have a nostalgic look around.
By the time you read this, Christmas will be over; but as I am writing this in November 2003, I would like to take this opportunity to
wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a prosperous and peaceful New Year.
God Bless, Bill Cleasby (61C)
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MONEY MATTERS

Treasurer Major (Retd) Mike Davis (60B)
I am waiting to hear from the Inland Revenue Authority for their permission to proceed with the reclamation of Gift Aid tax. This
will be on-going for some considerable time.
Could I please remind all cash/cheque paying members that their subscriptions for next year (2004) will be due in the month of
January 2004. Following the success of the PayPal Credit Card transaction facility, for those purchasing copies of ‘The Arborfield
Apprentice’, this facility has now been extended to those overseas members wanting to pay their subscription by credit card. Full
details are available on the Internet Website.
Mike Davis (60B)

PUBLICITY REPORT
Ken Anderson 58A

With the publication of ‘The Arborfield Apprentice’, information on the Arborfield Old Boys’ Association is now spreading rapidly
through cyber space, as anyone now trawling the Internet using such search engines as ‘Google’ or ‘Amazon’ with the keyword
Arborfield, will soon find links to our website. Similarly, a visit to any High Street bookshop asking for any books on Arborfield will
yield similar results.
We now have major links with ‘MOD Oracle’, a major website for serving members of our armed forces, and this is providing us
with contacts to those who have completed their apprenticeships in more recent times.
Over the Christmas period my wife Glenys and I have emigrated to live in Spain. We are now living in a small seaside town called
Peniscola on the Costa Azahur (the orange blossom coast) which is halfway between Barcelona and Valencia. We drove down
through France taking our Chow dog with us breaking the journey by staying overnight with friends at Cherbourg and Limoges.
At Limoges we stayed with David Schofield (the previous AOBA Webmaster) and his wife Sally and their 16 retriever dogs! David
sends his regards to Arborfield old boys and is looking forward to the 2004 reunion.
Much of the content of this EOBAN has been prepared whilst staying a hotel during the Christmas week but once we are settled
in our new Spanish house, I will be updating the photographic galleries and stories on the AOBA website, so please continue to
send me your contributions.
Ken Anderson (58A)
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THE PROVOST SGT - FRED SILVERS (KRRC).
Compiled by Peter Gripton 56B

Many boys who served at the School during the Fifties will remember the Provost
Sergeant, ‘Fiery’ Fred Silvers, he of the bristling moustache and a temper to

match, although not too many will recall any of his personal details. John
Maddox (44B) had actually met him at Winchester around 1949, when
Fred was still a Corporal, but didn’t realise until years later that Fred had
subsequently been posted to Arborfield.

Joe Kinson, however, was on the School’s permanent staff from 1954 to 1957,
and is thus able to cast a little more light on Fred’s background details. Fred
was a member of the KRRC (60th Foot). His three Sergeant’s chevrons were
black on a red background, of a larger size than those worn by the apprentice
NCOs, and his uniform always sported a black lanyard, black buttons and
a black cap-badge. Joe recalls that Fred was less than popular with many
boys, but that as Provost Sergeant he had an unenviable task to fulfill.
Joe was to meet up with Fred again around 1961, on route to join BAOR
Germany and, despite his Regiment having suffered from enforced
amalgamation, Fred was still proudly wearing his KRRC cap-badge - he
wasn’t going to change that for anyone. Fred appeared a little non-plussed
about the journey; he was heading for Bielefeld to join the administration
staff for married quarters. Joe travelled with him to Harwich, then overnight
with him on the ferry to the Hook of Holland and finally on the train into
Germany.

The photograph shown above is the only one available from
the Archives. For someone who acheived the notority, but later
affection, of so many Arborfield Apprentices it seems to be a
great shame that this might be the only pictorial record of Fred.
If any readers have other photographs of this unique character
Another PS member who got to know Fred “fairly well” was Brian Conway, who was so much a part of Arborfields history then please
an ex-boy himself of 42A, who served here as a military instructor from forward a copy to the pictorial archivist at the REME Museum.

1954 - 57. Brian recalls one particular Saturday afternoon, after a “heavy
session” in the Mess, when Fred made his way off through the gates in
unsteady manner, steering one handedly with a bundle of clean laundry under the other arm. Now Fred was quite proud of his
pocket watch, so when one young lad yelled across to ask Fred the time, Fred reached for his watch and fell off his bike with a
resounding crash! “You bleedin’ fool,” shouted Fred, “what you want to ask me the time for?”

Fred was well known for taking ‘Fire Picket’, but never seemed to understand why he often used to get his uniform soaking wet
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when taking those infamous sessions! George ‘Fleet’ Fleetwood (56B) recalls one occasion of such a duty when Fred sent one
lad off to get some rag, as the brass fittings of the hoses and standpipes required polishing. The unfortunate lad returned emptyhanded some time later and, of course, Fred went quite mad. “Get into the guardroom and find me some rag” he bellowed. Some
minutes later out came the same lad, proudly holding some rather splendid red rag in his clammy hands. Talk about ‘red rag to a
bull’, the young fellow had only torn up one of the guardroom curtains! A good example of obeying the last command if ever there
was one.
Fleet himself became part of the ‘Fred’ legend, soon before his departure from the School in 1959. At the rear of the fire station was
a small patch of ‘garden’ that Fred had nurtured, on the backs of his ‘janker wallahs’ and free manure from the adjacent stables.
Fleet and another boy had been instructed to scratch out a number of small furrows and then sow some seeds along them in the
time-honored fashion. Fleet’s mate had other ideas however. The furrows were duly scratched out and the seed packets proudly
displayed at the end of each one for identification purposes. What Fred couldn’t see was that all the seeds, from all the packets,
had been deposited in the one large hole, prior to it being carefully filled in. We wonder what became of them? Another memory of
Fred is recalled by Gerry Hincks, also of 56B - Fred doing an apparent ‘war dance’ on his beret, in frustration at seeing his beloved
greenhouse virtually destroyed by a severe hailstorm.
One of Fred’s more insidious duties was that of inspecting the boys, prior to their being allowed out into the world at large. Once
the senior boys had gone past the ‘School Mufti’ stage of blazer and flannels, standard civilian clothes were then permissible. Now,
it hadn’t been too many years since the first ‘teddy boys’ had made their presence felt, with their drape suits, ‘drainpipe’ trousers
with fluorescent socks, and ‘slim jim’ ties. So it was only natural that Arborfield boys, wishing to look their best for the young ladies
of the outlying towns and villages, would endeavor to try and emulate the latest fashions.
Fred, of course, saw it all differently, and would be there at the Guardroom, ruler to the fore, ensuring that trouser bottoms
were at least 16” wide. There was also a custom in those days that Arborfield boys would wear a slim bright red tie, it helped
when attempting to come to the aid of one’s mates should any fracas occur. Fred must have thought it was a symbol of being a
Communist, the way he would rage against any boy actually wearing such a tie on his way out, so they were usually rolled up in
one’s pocket until the bus had been boarded!
George Vince of 57A recalls one occasion when Fred came a right cropper and had to be extricated, along with his bicycle, from ‘A’
Company’s flowerbeds, by members of his own Regimental Police staff! Riding back from the Sergeants’ Mess, where no doubt a
certain amount of over-indulgence had been undertaken, Fred had failed to negotiate the corner of the Camp Hall road and found
himself much closer to nature than was usually the case.
Mick Oulds’ acquaintance with the ‘dreaded Fred’ began before he’d even crossed the threshold of the School to join intake 57B.
Upon arrival at Wokingham railway station, “a dwarf with a large black moustache” greeted him. Mick’s ‘great expectations’ of a
romantic start to his Army life were shattered by Fred’s words, “If yer for Arborfield, sonny, get yer arse into that lorry, quick!” Mick
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is another who remembers the usual battle to get out of camp in anything but the standard garb. His usual trick was to cover it all
up with a beige-coloured ‘shorty’ mac; they were very popular at the time.
Fred didn’t make many friends, that’s for sure! He certainly came off worst on one occasion, as recalled by Eddie Cooper of
52A. Eddie’s mate Bob Condon had an uncle, who had not only served in Fred’s regiment, but had also been its RSM. Arriving
as a visitor to the School one weekend, Bob’s uncle was immediately recognised by Fred, who must have thought he was being
checked up on. Fred was hopping about all over the place, “Yes Sir, no Sir, three bags full Sir”, completely subservient - much to
the amusement of all the boys present at the time, happy to see Fred squirm for a change!
Paul Hudson of 58A tells another story, associating Fred with the Fire Picket. One evening, the gleaming Coventry Climax pump was
wheeled out, with Fred yelling at the boys on duty to “get it started then”. Round and round went the starting handle, but with no apparent
effect, the engine refused to fire. “Pull the bloody choke out, you morons”, shouted Fred, “pull the bloody choke out.” At this, one of the
lads took him at his word and pulled at the choke knob with such fury that it did come out - followed by several feet of attached cable!
“Like this, Sarge?” said the youngster, at which Fred did his famous ‘beret dance’, accompanied with much inappropriate
language.
Another of that 58B intake, Geoff Earnest, recalls that Fire Picket drills under Fred’s ‘supervision’ almost inevitably went wrong. With
Fred’s reputation and fierce temper, a certain number of ‘deliberate mistakes’ were bound to occur, as taunting Fred became one of
the customs of the School. “Two lengths of suction hose, three lengths of delivery hose, branch pipe to work on ‘B’ Company Office”.
Fred’s words ring down through the years, though Geoff doubts very much that the fire drills were ever brought to a satisfactory
conclusion.
Chris Jeffery of 59B remembers that, upon his arrival at the School, having disembarked from the number 4 or 4a bus from
Reading, he and some other boys were quickly assembled in front of the Guardroom. Out came Fred, all spits and snarls, snorting
fire and brimstone, as was his fashion. Spotting that Chris was the tallest boy in the group (he was almost seventeen), Fred asked
him, “You done any boxing, boy?” When Chris replied in the negative, Fred snarled back “You bloody will”! Chris is relieved to say
that Fred’s prediction never came true, though it was a close run thing.
David Fisher (49B) recalls meeting Fred at Shrivenham in late 1965. At that time, Fred was preparing to return to civilian life and
was having yet another attempt at passing his driving test, having already failed it several times. Imagine David’s surprise when
he next saw Fred patrolling the streets of Swindon, “immaculate in the uniform of that town’s only traffic warden”. As confirmed
by Brian Conway, who came back as an instructor for a second time between 1960 and 1967, Fred is next known to have been a
traffic warden in the Winchester area around 1967. So perhaps he never did pass his test - and was looking for revenge on those
who had! John Maddox, who went on to become secretary to the Royal Greenjackets Association, actually attended Fred’s funeral
at a later date and, as he says, “There will never be another Fred Silvers - the mould has been well and truly broken”.
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THE PERMANENT STAFF
There is plenty of information on ex-boys and how well they have fared

over the years. The photographic archives in the REME Museum
are overflowing with their photographs and many contributions are
made to and for the Web site. Unfortunately, not the same can be
said for the permanent staff. Yes, the history of some of the more
prolific military personnel and instructors, such as RSMs McNally and
Sallis, are recorded; but there is little to be found of others and their
civilian counterparts. OBAN would like to publish stories of those
civilian and military instructors who played such an important part in
the development of young adolescent men into fighting soldiers over
the last 60 years. OBAN would also like to compile a roll call of their
names. Can you help in any aspect?

The FUSILIERS STORY
By Ted Blowers PS

Ted served at the school as a member of the permanent staff from early
1953 until early 1956. Married now for some 47 years, he and his wife
have two sons. Having worked in management of one sort or another
for 40 years, he is now retired and has been living in Canada since
1970. Ted has many memories of his time at the school, some of them
quite pleasant! “Our lives were remote from most of the apprentices,
although I was good friends with some; I admired the way that most of
them put up with the same indignities that we had heaped upon us.”
The photograph here shows Ted dressed resplendent as a member
of the Royal Canadian Legion and still proudly displaying the Fusiliers
hackle in his beret. (Ed.)
Crack From The Cookhouse
When the cookhouse was first blessed with my skills, the undisputed
king was the Cook Sgt Vigor and, under him, a Cpl Jack Snow; neither
of these gentlemen went out of their way to make your life a misery.
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They were in charge of an assortment of civilian cooks, a few squaddies like myself and any janker wallahs that were there.
Excellent food was supplied for preparation, which then took major work to turn it into what was eventually dished up! The cooks
also ate this fare and, as you can imagine, took the best for themselves prior to serving, hiding their spoils under the hot plate. It
became the game among the squaddies to try to steal the best dinner and replace it with your own more meagre fare.
This was also the way with tea. Unlike the tea that came out of those big steamers, tasting of the cabbage that was cooked in it
beforehand, the cook’s tea was made with lashings of sugar, a couple of tins of carnation milk, and enough tea to give it that lovely
creamy brown look. A mug of this nectar, left unattended for a second would quickly disappear; the mug it was in, if distinctive,
would later appear miraculously from where it had departed, minus of course the tea.
This escalated to such a degree that Sgt Vigor resorted to basic instincts to solve the problem. The victim in both cases
was my mate, Tom Cobbett. The first time Tom grabbed a mug of unattended tea, with a furtive look, he took a huge swig. I
watched as his face changed from pleasure to panic. He put the mug down and we both looked - and there, residing in the
half drunk tea, were Sgt Vigor’s false teeth! What made it even more revolting was that they were of the old black vulcanised
type. That put an end to the tea swiping. About a week later, Tom reaches into the back of the hot plate, to emerge triumphant
with someone’s dinner, only to find Sgt Vigor’s teeth buried in the mashed potatoes. I still drink my tea out of a cup to this day.
The Ingratitude of Youth
One day I was given the job of making the mashed potatoes, as I loved good mashed spud. I thought the boys would enjoy a
decent mash, devoid of the usual lumps. I put in extra milk and butter, and worked and worked with the masher, until I produced
mashed potatoes that were fit for any table in the land. Imagine then my horror when large numbers of the boys refused to
eat them, saying that they were ‘Pom’, that instant muck that set like glue, despite all my protests to the contrary. The boys
that did eat them came back for seconds and thirds. I got ‘reamed out’ twice, once for taking so long to prepare them, and
second for creating so much waste. This, of course, was untrue, as you most likely got them in fish cakes, at a later date!
Extra Fibre
It goes with out saying that food and smoking do not go together, particularly when you are the cook. As just about everyone
smoked in those days, it was the unwritten rule that you did not smoke while mixing any kind of food. One day, a lad brings back a
portion of plum duff, partially eaten, and asks to see the Cook Sergeant. “What’s up?” I say. “That’s what’s up”, he says, pointing
to a little discoloured bit of duff sticking up on one corner. Jock McCabe, one of the civvy cooks, came and looked and said, “Oh,
it’s only a burned currant”. He went to flick it off but, instead of it coming off and disappearing, the black bit came off, displaying
strands of tobacco underneath. By that time, the Cook Sergeant had arrived to see what the commotion was about. There were
offers of ‘more pud’ but only amazement at how it could have possibly got there. Either it must have been in the currants, or it
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could have blown in from outside when the door was open. Given enough
time, it would have been the lad’s fault for having pudding in the first place!
Anyway, the orderly officer wasn’t called and, when the lad had gone, a
close inspection of the offending fag-end established that it was a ‘roll your
own’, owned and distributed for free by old Tom Warren. He not only rolled
his own, but had also mixed the plum duff. We all got a right rollicking and,
from then on, the ‘no smoking when mixing’ rule was strictly enforced.
Messing Officer
The Messing Officer was the lowest guy on the totem pole, usually a
National Service Lieutenant, I can’t remember the chap’s name who was
there when I arrived. I only remember that he didn’t have much money,
because the only item appearing on his mess bill was always the same - a
bar of soap! The mess bills were posted to enable the officers to see at a
glance what they owed, but as this was in full view of the staff, we also knew.
Not that it was any surprise, for when we served dinner or meals, it was as
if we didn’t Exist. We were privy to conversations that I wouldn’t discuss in
front of strangers.
The protocol when we had a big dinner was that the highest rank was served
first, unless ladies were present then the highest ranking lady took precedent,
then the highest ranking man and so on down the line. This meant that our
Messing Officer was always last to be served. It was the highest ranking
officer’s job to watch the table, to see that every one was finished, before he
put his utensils down. Because the minute he did, as head waiter, I would
wave on the waiters and we would move in and clear all the plates for that
course. Now on occasion (very few much to my regret), the Colonel would
become engrossed in conversation with someone nearby, and inadvertently
put his spoon down when he had finished his soup. Like lightning, I would
move in and clear the table, leaving some of the lower ranks half finished
and the poor old Messing Officer hardly started. I remember one meal
when I don’t think he got to finish anything. It was great fun for us, who
would ignore the stares of those affected as if we hadn’t noticed.

A young Ted in 1954. The smart reader will identify
the location of the photograph as the AAS Naafi
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The Difference
After I had left the kitchen, and then taken and passed the cadre course, I refused the ensuing promotion, which would have
meant a posting. As I’d been a cop, and an unpaid, unwanted, drill-cum-weapon-training instructor, they finally didn’t know what
to do with me. The Adjutant sent for me and asked me how would I like to be his runner. “What do I have to do?” says I. “What
ever I bloody well tell you”, says he (In retrospect it was a stupid bloody question!). The really important part of my duties was to
provide the tea for HQ, which meant that they had to drink tea the way I liked it. For the first time in their lives they had tea that
was like nectar, after all I was an expert. I used to take the bucket, waltz down to the cookhouse, into the larder, and help myself
to enough tea, milk, and sugar, to make a divine brew. After a few days, they had become addicted to my tea, and the Adjutant
and I got on very well.
But of course ‘the inevitable’ happened. Sgt Vigor had been replaced some time prior to this by a Sgt Clackworthy, a rather
more officious type. Just as I had walked into the larder one day, he yells at me to get out. “What do you think you’re doing?”
he yells. (I found that, in the Army, you often had to describe what you were doing to people in authority, they never seemed
to be able to work it out for themselves.) “I’m making the Adjutant’s tea”, says I. “Oh no you’re not”, he says, “you get your tea
out of the vat like everyone else”. (Poor soul, I think, someone give him a clue.) “But it’s for the Adjutant and the Colonel”, says
I. “They’re no different to anyone else”, says he. (Well, he is confused, I think.) “Get your tea out of the vat”. “I’m not taking
them that”, says I. Then, the master stroke. “Are you going to let me make the Adjutant’s tea?” I asked. “No”, he roars, “get
it out of the vat like everyone else”. I returned to HQ and waited in my office. After about half an hour, the bell rings and up to
the Adjutant’s office I went. “Where’s my tea, Blowers?” asks the Adjutant. “Oh, Sergeant Clackworthy said I couldn’t make
you any”, I replied. The Adjutant was still reaching for the phone as I left; I picked up the bucket and was on my way to make
the tea, before he had finished. I don’t know what said, but I do know that Sgt Clackworthy found out there IS ‘a difference’.
Major Biddulph
Major Biddulph of the Gloucestershire Regiment was a constant source of amusement to us. I believe he had something to do
with training, as I attended lectures of his when I was on a cadre course. I don’t know what his problem was, and do not mean to
be disrespectful, as he may well have sustained injuries in battle, which caused his eccentric behaviour. That said, he was still a
thorn in the side of some of the other officers - and pretty funny to us! He was very hard of hearing and did not ‘live in’ at the Mess.
He would come flying into the Mess when all the other officers were at work. He would go into the ante-room, pull all the
newspapers out of the cupboard and spread them all over the floor. Soon, he would be on his hands and knees reading them and
getting them all mixed up. Then, just as quickly, he would be up and off, leaving his mess behind.
Instead of following the road to the Mess, he also had the habit of driving his car across the sports ground, rain or shine, resulting
in ruts in the football or rugby pitches. To stop him, Captain Baxter (I think it was) had a couple of big concrete blocks placed at the
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Major’s entry point, I wasn’t privy to the row that took place, but I know it worked - at least on the first day. Imagine our surprise
and delight next day, to see the Major careering across the field in his car, with one of the huge concrete blocks in tow.
On another occasion on the cadre course, Major Biddulph was telling us how to conduct a class. It was like a Monty Python sketch,
things got dropped, blackboards were knocked over, and projector screens rolled up in the middle of the presentation. What made
it even funnier was that he didn’t seem to notice. On one lecture, the Major drew a target on the black board and proceeded to tell
us that, when we, as NCOs, were giving instruction to a group of men, then the middle of the target was what they ‘must know’,
the second ring was what they ‘should know’ and, if we were any good, the outer ring was what they ‘could know’. After we had
finished, it was revision time. Pointing to me and then the middle of the target, he asked, “What does this mean?” I replied, “Must
knows, Sir”. “Quite right”, says he. Then, pointing to the next area, he says to Corporal of Horse Wilcox, “And this?” “Should
knows, Sir”, Wilcox replies. “Quite right, quite right”. Finally, he points to the outside ring and then to Corporal Willy. “And this?”
“F**k knows”, says Willy, without the shadow of a smile. “Quite right, quite right”, says the poor old Major, who was deaf as a post!
This deafness of his must long be remembered by the lads that took training from him, on how to score when in the butts.
Major Kemis-Betty
Major Kemis-Betty, who was retired, still wore his uniform. I got into a real confrontation with him one day and refused to salute
him. So he charged me. But, thanks to some help from Sgt Major Taffy Hill, who steered me to the right paragraphs in Queen’s
Regulations, when I went before Col Magee, I was able to point out that Major Kemis -Betty was in fact a civilian and therefore
couldn’t give evidence. And also that, when you salute an officer you do not in fact salute the officer but the Queen’s Commission.
And, as he was no longer a serving officer, he no longer carried the commission and was not entitled to the salute. As you
can imagine, that went down like a lead balloon and RSM McNally just about had apoplexy. I still got seven days but had the
satisfaction of knowing that Mr K-B was told, no doubt very politely, not to wear his uniform again.
Major Jarman
Major Jarman was in charge of stores and had risen through the ranks, a point he would stress every time he thought you were
doing or about to do something he didn’t approve of. He would say, “I have been a private! A lance-corporal! A corporal!” And so
on, until he reached the rank of Major. Then he would end by saying, “And I hope to become a Lieutenant Colonel too, so don’t try
to fool me laddie”. Another strange thing about the Major was that he an amazing amount of blankets on his bed. Mick Stockwell
was his batman and used to moan about how long it took to make the bed, wondering how anyone could sleep under that amount
of weight, which was considerable as we all tried lifting them. The Major also had the strange habit of putting his dog on jankers, if
the poor thing committed some infringement or other. Mick was told not to let it out, except to relieve itself, for five or seven days
- no walks or treats.
Major Jarman also had a running battle with the civvy cook, Taffy Stevens, an ex-squaddy himself. Breakfast used to be from 7
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am until 9 am, if my memory serves me right. At least one morning a week, the Major would come in after everyone else had left,
and we had cleared or were in the process of clearing the table. As head waiter, I would say “Good morning, Sir”, to which he
would reply, “I would like breakfast please, Blowers”. I would trot off to the kitchen and tell Taffy that Major Jarman would like his
breakfast. Taff’s reply never varied, “Tell the Major that breakfast finished at 9 o’clock”. Back I would trot - “Sorry, Sir, the cook says
that breakfast is finished”. There would be a long pause, then he’d say, “In that case, I will have some toast”. There was always
some cold toast left in the rack, so I would then retire and wait. The Major would butter himself a slice, then ring the bell, and back
I would go to the dining room, where I would receive an icy glare from the Major, who would say, “Tell the cook I will have some
breakfast”. Back I’d go to the kitchen, only to receive the same reply from Taffy, “Tell him breakfast finished at 9 am”. Back to the
dining room to relay the message, and this time the stare is colder. “Tell the cook that I will have breakfast”. I would return to find
Taffy grinning and cursing, but with two eggs in the pan and the Major’s breakfast well on the way. I do not know why, but it was
the same dialogue and outcome very time, it never varied.
Major Stocker
I liked Major Stocker. He used to have a terrible stutter and, when I was head waiter in the Officers’ Mess, I got so that I used to
finish his sentences for him when he was trying to order. He also liked to go shooting, pigeons and other game. He once brought
back some pheasants and we had to leave them hang until they were ripe. Taffy Stevens was the cook at the time and didn’t
appreciate that a bit. The Major also shot a roe deer, which I am sure was illegal. I remember this really well, because I was then
in the main kitchen and was being persecuted by the RSM and every one below, including the new ‘straight from college’ 2nd
Lieutenant Rothwell. He was the new messing officer in charge of the cookhouse. He really threw his weight around when he first
came; he came into the tin wash one day, when I had just finished washing the tins and had them put away on the racks. Using his
stick, he started to throw the tins onto the floor, saying they were filthy (you know, the normal rubbish!) I told him that if he didn’t
want a smack in the head, he had better clear off. Well, he called the Cook Sergeant over and I was charged. The next morning,
on orders, I denied threatening him of course and, as there was no one who had heard, I got the customary seven days. We came
outside the office, and again we were alone, when he said, “I hope this will teach you a lesson” - or words to that effect. I then told
him that he had better stay close to his billet because, if I ever saw him outside, he may not make it back. He was thunderstruck
but what could he do - and he knew I meant it.
I told you that story so you could appreciate our relationship before the episode with the deer. What happened, in essence, was
that he got himself in a bit of a bind, by telling Major Stocker that he could get the deer skinned, butchered and cooked. Major
Stocker had said that he (Rothwell, that is) could have the skin as a rug. He asked Danny, the civvy butcher, to skin the deer and
butcher it, but Danny said he didn’t know how. All the cooks were asked, with the same response. At that time, I was in the spud
room with a few boys who were either detailed or on jankers. One of the cooks said that Rothwell was ‘doing his nut’, because
he couldn’t get this deer skinned. I said I knew how to skin it, but wouldn’t. Of course, the cook tells him this and he asks me if I
know how to skin this deer. “Yes”, says I (a barefaced lie, I might add). To cut a long story short, he begged me to do this for him,
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so I said, “OK”, figuring that it couldn’t be that difficult. But it is - to do it properly anyway! By the time I got the skin off, that he
wanted to make the rug from, it was devoid of feet and head. I then bought a couple of old boys in a pub a pint and they gave me
an idea on how to set about curing the thing. Oh, I had a wonderful time. I had to go into town to buy some more alum or linseed
oil, anything to make the skin pliable, it was amazing. It ended up looking like a distorted spider, or like parchment with hair on.
In his ignorance, Rothwell was quite pleased with it. In the end, he turned out OK, so I lifted my ‘Jihad’, so to speak. I have often
wondered how many times he or someone else had nearly broken their neck by stepping on that rug, only to find that, on the floor,
it was like a hairy sled. I still have visions about the possibilities.
When Taffy Stevens was transferred to the main kitchen, we had a new Scottish cook who actually couldn’t! His meals were
terrible and he didn’t last long but while there he provided some humour. Major Stocker was out shooting one day, we had kept
some dinner for him in the hot plate. When he came in, he told me he would eat in his room and asked would I bring his dinner
over. I took it out of the hot plate and it was terrible, it hadn’t been too good to start with, and now it was all dried up. I poured
some boiling water on what was left of the gravy, and stirred it around to try and make it look a bit more appetizing, before taking
it over to the Major’s room. “P-, P-, Put, put, put, it, it there”,
he finally said, pointing to the top of an Aladdin paraffin stove.
“It will burn”, says I. “Im-, imp-, impossible”, said the Major, with that terrible stutter. I just fell about laughing, while he had a grin
from ear to ear.
The Memory Man
During my time in the Officers’ Mess, a REME officer, a Captain, arrived, who had been in India. He knew every sports record
and sports statistic that you could think of and loved you to try and catch him out. He was like Lesley Welch, the ‘memory man’,
who you may recall was on radio and then later the telly. I can’t remember the officer’s name now, though some of you boys may.
He wasn’t a bad bloke, but a bit full of himself. His batman was an old ex Fusilier civvy called Bob. One morning, Sir sticks his
head out of his room and hollers, “Char Wallah, Char Wallah”. This enraged old Bob, who stuck his head out of his boot room
and shouted, “Get back in yer charpoy, you ain’t the only one that’s been in India yer know”. Sir did that, in some haste! This was
much to our delight as, not being civvies, we couldn’t say what we thought.
Injustice
It’s a long story, but I lost my job in the Officers’ Mess after being falsely accused of stealing. There was a break-in during the
summer holidays and, as I didn’t go anywhere because I was courting, I became the obvious suspect. The Wokingham police
were not the brightest stars in the sky, at that time. Anyway, the Army and my dear friend RSM McNally of the Scots Guards
decided that, despite there being no evidence. Despite my repeated statements that if you have a break-in somewhere, and
the only people around are the Regimental Police (RPs), then maybe there was another line of inquiry they could pursue. The
Army being the Army, I was sent from headwaiter in the Officers’ Mess to the tin-wash in the main kitchen, plus of course doing
jankers every day on some pretext or other. This turned me from a regular soldier into a bit of a hard case. I had so many days
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jankers to do, there was no end in sight. But I was not going to let them grind me down so, if I wanted to go out I went, with the
obvious retribution when I returned. This went on for months until one day no one charged me, then the next day, and the next.
It’s amazing now to think of it, but I was walking about looking over my shoulder.
I couldn’t stand it, so went to see Taffy Hill, the Sergeant Major, and said, “What’s going on? I haven’t been charged for three
days”. His first answer was, “Well we can soon change that!” Then he asked me into his office and said that he couldn’t tell me
anything, but maybe I could talk to an orderly room clerk. I had a bit of a reputation, so I ‘leaned on’ a clerk, who searched around
and found out that one of the Regimental cops had ‘been done’ by the SIB. This was for stealing £80 from A Coy Commander’s
‘box soldier’, which was being looked after in the guardroom. That cop had been sent to the glasshouse in Colchester, I think it
was on a two-year term. While there, he was smart enough to realise that, if he confessed to doing the Officers’ Mess, he would
be brought out for a new trial, which carried a lesser sentence. The Army basically said, “Let sleeping dogs lie, just leave Blowers
alone”. My life had been a misery and I won’t go into the retribution I took. Suffice to say, I never did another day’s jankers.
A cadre course came up. Despite putting my request in writing, I was thrown out of Major Westropp’s office. On the advice
of Taffy Hill, who had became a friend, I took it to the RSM with a request to see the Colonel. A blazing row ensued, with
the RSM screaming at me, while I stood at attention and refused to move. The noise brought the Adjutant out of his office,
from where he had not long arrived. That was then a Captain Ian McHorton. He quietened things down then took me to
his office and asked me why I wanted to go on the course. I pointed out that I never joined the Army to wash dishes etc.
He told me to come back to his office the next morning and, when I did, he had my very thick record on his desk. He said, “I have
just been looking at your record, not very good is it, hardly NCO material”. I replied, “Have you, Sir. Have you really looked?” He
asked what I meant, so I showed him the type of charges I had been subjected to: 10 days for losing a cap badge etc. The long
and the short of it was that I was put on the course, with his assurance that if I didn’t pass I would be on the inside looking out!
The course was overseen by another old enemy of mine, ‘23.59, the nearest thing to midnight’ or ‘Rastus’, but to you guys, Sgt
Lawrence. He always wore his beret as if he was a Scot, with his hackle stuck over his ear. He was forever trying to pull mine
down to do the same thing, at which I kept reminding him, to his disgust, was not the way the Regiment wore it - nor ever had.
I was the only Private on this course; the rest were Sergeants and Corporals. But, as you know, there is ‘no rank’ pulled on
these courses, so I got on great. I had a hidden talent, which I never realised or fully understood until years later. I was good at
commanding men. Sgt Lawrence was the only one who didn’t appreciate my efforts and, when the marks were posted for his
section of the course, you can guess where I was! Much to my surprise but, to a man, the rest of the NCOs wouldn’t stand for it
and took it somewhere, and I don’t know to whom, but my mark was revised and I ended up 3rd highest on the course overall.
They then had no choice but to promote me, but that would have meant a posting, so I refused. I didn’t have that long to do, so they
made me an unpaid, unwanted, unofficial Lance Corporal, to be addressed as ‘Staff’. I was appointed to squads, to train in square
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bashing and weapon training. I loved it, but the RSM couldn’t stand it and wouldn’t have me on the Square. I used to go every day of
course, just to drive him up the pole! You’ll remember how short-sighted he was, he would survey the parade ground, spot my lone
hackle and send a Sergeant to escort me off. I had to then wait behind the cookhouse, until he had gone. This went on until it became
unbearable for him, I guess. So, with their superior military intelligence, they made me a policeman, yes an RP - I still grin about it!
Sergeant Fred Silvers gave me his lecture about how smart he had noticed I was. Not surprising really, as he had seen more
of me over the previous year then anyone else! Anyway, he told me that as I was such a villain and they had never been able to
catch me when I had wanted to disappear, that I could now use my talents to catch you unsuspecting boys, creeping in when you
wasn’t supposed to be out. I pointed out that I was a cop, not a spy, but that didn’t go down too well; he never had much of a
sense of humour. I was a good cop when I was on duty, fair enough, but when I was off - I was off! That didn’t suit him of course,
or maybe it was the RSM again, who couldn’t stand to see me standing on the veranda when he came in the morning. I took no
pleasure in making peoples’ lives a misery, just because you could. Having been subject to months of that myself, I just did what
I was supposed to do, no more no less. I remember on one occasion being in Wokingham with my then girl friend, and seeing
one of the boys who wasn’t supposed to be out, chatting to a couple of girls. Upon seeing me, he ‘headed for the hills’. I took off
in hot pursuit and, when I finally caught up with him, I told him that if I was in town then I was off duty and he had nothing to fear
from me. He couldn’t believe it. I figured the boys had enough to put up with from the likes of Fred and some of the boy NCOs,
without the off-duty staff making it worse.

A GHOSTLY POEM

with a foreword by Ken Anderson 58A
After completing my Artificer Course, Art Radar 36, in 1968 I had the good fortune to avoid a posting to a Royal Artillery LAD
Regiment located somewhere in wilds of West Wales, by being posted back to the Army Apprentices’ School at Arborfield, this
time as a member of its Permanent Staff. The fact that this posting had something to do with me being the founder member of the
Army Hovercraft Club, and that one of the School’s extra-curricular activities was that of building a sporting hovercraft, obviously
had nothing to do with the change of posting. That is another story, to be recounted in a future edition of OBAN!
During my tour there, Captain the Honourable Victor Brooke RA was the 2i/c of ‘D’ Company, with the Company lines being
the spiders at the north east of the square. In later years, after the old school buildings had been demolished, a number of new
buildings were erected and one of these was the ‘Military Education Wing’ (MEW). At this time, Victor, having now left the Army
and completed a teacher training course, had returned to what was now ‘the College’ as a civilian lecturer. Having seen the new
building, where the old ‘D’ Company spiders had once stood, he put pen to paper thus:
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“I have the honour thus to write, last night on guard I saw a light.
I was outside the brand new MEW, the light inside was ghostly blue.
I did not like the look of it one teeny-weeny little bit!
I found the door was open wide and, cold with fear, I went inside.
The door slammed shut behind my back, my radio hit the wall a smack.
Now trapped and incommunicado, I wished I had a loaded Spandau!
But being skilled at unarmed combat, I braced myself to fight a wombat,
But nothing stirred, no voice was heard, but wait a bit, there’s something weird.
The library door is swinging wide, I cannot quite see what’s inside.
I lean towards the source of light and shudder at the spooky sight.
The vaulted pride of glazed roof has vanished and, by God, oh struth,
I see a ghostly barrack room, complete with prehistoric gloom!
Four baleful bulbs illuminate some inmates in a gruesome state,
Each soldier thinking it a farce, actually cleaning bits of brass!
The need for this eludes me quite, all my best brass is nice ‘stay-brite’,
But they must do this ‘ere the sun has its Antipodean journey done.
Not only that, but they appear to have to wear all sorts of gear.
You’d probably think that I was fibbing, if I told you it was bits of webbing.
Yet draped around this sombre room, drying in its fetid gloom,
Were braces, gaiters, packs and pouches, painted green with blanco washes.
Just then a smell assailed my nose, of scorched trousers I suppose,
And burning Kiwi, boots and sweat, and sixteen pairs of unwashed feet!
I backed out slowly to the night but, on my way, I caught a sight
Of a picture on the wall, which to me explained it all.
The brand-new MEW is built just where the huts of old ‘D’ Coy appear.
The library thus bestrides the site where grisly tales might well you fright.
The moral then is clear to us – when out on guard, don’t make a fuss.
Just walk right past the brand-new MEW, for fear these spirits you may view!”
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LETTER TO AN A/Ts MOTHER
By John Moss 55A
Over the signature of the Commandant, parents and guardians of boys, received for training at the AAS Arborfield, received a letter of
acknowledgement and acceptance. The School authorities also provided parents and guardians with a prospectus, in which details
of the training and education facilities, organization, leave and medical arrangements were explained in explicit detail. For this
correspondence and prospectus, the editor is indebted to John Moss, who joined the Army Apprentices’ School in February 1955,
to begin his apprentice training as a vehicle mechanic. A memoir of John’s experience at the AAS may be found in the letters pages.
The letter, addressed to John’s mother, Mrs N M Moss, strongly reflects a ‘boarding school philosophy’ on the part of the military
authorities, and a de facto recognition that those in authority were conscious of the need to treat apprentice soldiers with a
strong sense of military moral integrity. Times were changing. Apprentices were fast becoming the main source of recruits for the
professional Regular Army. By 1980, 68 per cent of the Army’s total strength (excluding officers and senior NCOs) comprised of
‘junior soldiers’ and boy soldier apprentices. The modern soldier had to be skilled, educated and trained to military life.
This change of attitude, as reflected in the following letter and prospectus, undoubtedly stemmed from a report issued in April
1955, under the title ‘Report of the Committee on the Organisation and Administration of Boys’ Units in the Army’. This was also
known, in short, as the Miller Report, after the officer who headed the inquiry, Lieutenant-General Sir Euan A Miller. This Report
was of considerable importance to the future care and training of boy soldiers. The Miller Committee was required:
To investigate the organization (including staffing) and administration of those units of the Army which have been
set up to train enlisted boys; and to report whether such units best meet, under present day conditions, the Army’s
requirements for enlisted boys, bearing in mind that the object is to provide long service regular NCOs for the Army.
The Duke of York’s Royal Military School, which was included in the Miller Committee’s inquiries, served as a model and caused
the Committee to include in its recommendation strong advice that (boys’) training units be ‘conducted more as schools than
military units’, which helps explain the style and tone of Colonel McGee’s letter to Mrs. Moss.
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A letter wriiten to Mrs Moss early in 1955
Dear Madam,
You will be glad to know that Your Son has arrived safely.
He has been posted to “H.Q.” Company with the other new boys of his term. You may be sure that he will
be well cared for, as the staff here is specially selected for its ability to teach and train boys with
understanding and sympathy. The name of his Company Commander (is) Major B.C. Stocker to whom you should
write on all normal matters. Your boy will remain in “H.Q.” Company for the first term or six months in
order to allow us to discover the trade for which he has particular aptitude.
Your boy has come to learn a skilled trade and to lay the foundations of a really worth-while career.
Every facility for this is available here and he will be given every encouragement and assistance, Success is therefore assured provided he has the right aptitude, behaves well and works hard.
Your influence on him during his training will, of course, be of the greatest importance and I look
forward to enjoying your co-operation.
Though the teaching of a skilled trade is the main function of the School, it is by no means the only
one. We realise that the years spent here will be amongst the most formative in your boy’s life. In addition to his technical and military training, his general education, his health and physical development and, above all, the development of his personality and character will receive special attention.
Our ambition is that he shall not only acquire skill and knowledge of which he may be well proud, but
also that he shall form habits of integrity, self-reliance and good manners which will stand him in
good stead throughout his life.
In this connection I would like to bring to your notice the great help that can be given by the School
Chaplains. Your boy could not do better than make a friend of his particular Chaplain.
I would also invite your attention to the desirability of helping your boy to form habits of thrift.
During the first year of his service his pay will amount to 2s. 6d. per day, that is 17s. 6d. per week.
We normally allow each boy to draw only 6s. of this each week as pocket money; out of the remainder
there is a small subscription (not exceeding 6d. per week) for School Club expenses, and each boy Is
encouraged to sub-scribe to the Post Office Savings Bank or for National Savings Certificates. As much
of the balance as required is paid out at the end of each term immediately before leave is due. I would
strongly advise you not to send the boy additional pocket money during term-time. Six shillings a week
may not sound very much but as all meals (breakfast, mid-morning cocoa, dinner, tea and supper) and
games, dances, cinema and a wide range of recreational activities are provided for the boys, there is
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very little need for pocket money, Similarly, in view of the high standard of catering, I would ask you
not to send food to boys but, of course, there is no objection to sending a cake to mark a birthday or
similar occasion.
The question of leave deserves particular mention. Official leave is given at fixed holiday periods and
amount to eight weeks in the year, This is, of course, a generous allotment, so please do not ask for
your boy to have any more, even at week-ends, Odd spells of leave, however short, have a most harmful
effect on a boy’s progress. Leave is, of course, granted on strong compassionate grounds when the presence of the boy at home is necessary and desirable.
I would also invite your attention to the question of smoking. Our rule is that this is prohibited until he is 16 years old. I hope that you will encourage your boy to abide loyally by this rule, as there
is no question but that it is very much in his own interest to do so. In any case he will NOT be allowed to smoke during his first term at School.
I shall be glad if you will also give the following points your earnest consideration:
Punishment
It is my opinion that for certain boys the best form of punishment is a few strokes of the cane rather
than confinement to Camp or detention. This is only awarded by me with your consent after my personal
investigation of an offence and is given in the presence or a senior officer. Would you please let me
know by completing Pro-forma 1 (attached) whether you consent to my awarding such punishment.
Sports Kit
There are certain articles which the Army are unable to provide free, and the possession of which by
your Son/Ward would make a lot of difference to his comfort while here.
The articles most needed are football boots , grey flannels, cricket shirts (in season) and handkerchiefs. The pooling of football boots is very unsatisfactory and it is really essential for a boy to
use his own boots.
I enclose a prospectus of the School giving information about trades, pay, leave, accommodation,
sport, hobbies, etc. If there is anything further which you would like to know about the School, please
do not hesitate to write to your boy’s Company Commander who will be very pleased to answer your questions.
I and my staff appreciate to the full that many boys on arrival are leaving home for the first time and
they feel “homesick”. I assure you that we shall make every effort to see that your boy settles down
happily, to look after his welfare, to develop his character, and to give him a first class training.
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In due course you will receive invitations to the Annual Prize Givings, but if you would like to visit
the School at any other time, I should be pleased to see you. Perhaps in this event you would kindly
give me a few days notice to enable me to give you an appointment.
Yours sincerely,
F.N. Magee
Colonel,
Commandant,
Army Apprentices School.

PROSPECTUS.
ARMY APPRENTICES SCHOOL, ARBORFIELD, BERKS
SITUATION Arborfield, Berkshire.
Railway Stations: Reading (Western Region) 7 miles
Wokingham (Southern Region) 4 miles.
HISTORY
In 1938, the Army Council decided to increase the facilities for training Apprentice Tradesmen for the
Army. Accordingly, this School was set up and commenced operations on the 1st May, 1939.
TRADES TAUGHT AT THE SCHOOL
The School is designed to accommodate and train 1,000 apprentices in the following trades:Fitters
Vehicle Mechanics
Armourers
Instrument Mechanics
Turners
Telecommunication Mechanics
Draughtsmen, Mechanical
Apprentices are allotted to these trades in accordance with their aptitudes, within the numbers required
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STANDARD OF PROFICIENCY
To train to the Third Class Army Standard in their respective trades.
PAY DURING TRAINING
During the First year 2s. 6d. per day
During the Second year 3s. 6d. per day
During the Third year 4s. 0d. per day
TRADESMEN’S RATE OF PAY
On attaining the age of 17!/2 years, apprentices are paid at the rate of 7s. 0d. per day. The above
rate is, of course, in addition to accommodation, food, clothing, medical and dental treatment, etc.
LEAVE
The School year is divided into three working periods, and leave is granted as under:
Easter 14 days
Mid-Summer 28 days
Christmas 14 days
Total 56 days
No other leave is granted except in very special circumstances. Parents and Guardians should never ask
for apprentices to have extra leave if it can possibly be avoided, as it unsettles them and deprives
them of some of their instruction
TRAVELLING FACILITIES
Apprentices receive a free railway warrant for the aforementioned periods of leave
ORGANISATION
The School is split into five Companies. One H.Q. Company and four Training Companies. The New Intake
spend the first six months in H.Q. Coy, where they receive their initial training. From H.Q. Coy, they
are sent to a Training Company, where they start the main part of their technical training.
BARRACKS
Living accommodation is provided in a series or barrack blocks. Each block contains six living huts
connected by means of corridors to a central lavatory and ablution block. The living huts are centrally
heated, and hot water is available in the central block for washing and shower baths.
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COOKHOUSE AND DINING ROOMS
Central cookhouse with dining rooms on either side provides feeding facilities for the whole School at
one sitting.
WORKSHOPS
The School possesses seven large workshops, each measuring 210 feet by 73 feet, giving a total capacity
of over 107,300 square feet. These shops possess excellent lighting, both natural and artificial, and
are centrally heated The lay-out is as follows:
Fitters Shop; Machine Shop; Telecomm. Shop; Blacksmiths (including Welders and Coppersmiths); Armourers; Carpenters;
M.T. Shop; Instrument Shop; Radio Laboratory. Each workshop has a tool store, and also a classroom for
instructional lectures.
MILITARY TRAINING
On entering the School, each apprentice is medically and dentally inspected, clothed and equipped, and
then spends the first four weeks of his service on the Square, In the Education Classrooms and the Gymnasium. Later on he is given weapon training-and field craft.
TRADE
All Apprentice Tradesmen spend the next six months in the Fitting Shop, where they learn to file and. to
use the tools of their trades, except for two weeks in the Carpenters Shop. The hours of work are from
8a.m. until 5p.m., and the allotment of time in this period Is as follows:Workshops and Trade lectures 15 3/4 hours
Education and Science 12 1/2hours
Physical Training 1 1/2 hours
Games 3 hours
Religious Instruction 3⁄4 hour
Regimental TrainIng
4 1⁄2 hours
At the end of the first six months the Apprentice is asked to state his final choice of trade. Every
endeavour is made to allot the apprentice to the trade of his choice, but as the number required for
training in each trade are limited, allotment is made by order of merit and suitability. The utmost
care is exercised in this allotment.
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EDUCATION
General - Three huts, each sub-divided into four rooms give facilities for general education for 360
students at one time, and instruction is continued throughout the three years of training. The Army
Certificate of Education First Class, is obtained by the majority, and the Forces Preliminary Examination is taken by many others
Technical - Technical Instruction in Machine Drawing, Science, Workshop Practice, etc., is given In
special classrooms, provided for the purpose.
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
Each apprentice tradesman receives 3⁄4 hours Religious Instruction weekly, under a Chaplain of his own
faith, namely, Church of England, Church of Scotland, Methodist, Baptist or Roman Catholic.
CINEMA, ETC.
The Camp Hall provides seating accommodation for 1,200 people, and fulfils three functions, i.e, Gymnasium, Cinema and Concert Hall, and Church for Sunday Service. The School possesses its own 35.mm projectors, and pictures are shown on Saturday and Sunday evenings. Company dances and concerts are also
held periodically.
SMOKING
Smoking by apprentices is prohibited during their first six months at the School.
Thereafter they are allowed to smoke provided they are over 16 years of age and obtain their parents
consent.
REGIMENTAL INSTITUTES
The N.A.A.F.I. has a well furnished canteen in which light refreshments can be obtained there is a
Reading and Writing Room and each Company posses its own Games Room equipment with a full size billiard
table and other games, such as draughts, chess , etc.
BANDS
The School possesses a Military Band and also a Pipe Band, both composed of volunteers under the direction of a Band Sergeant and Pipe Major respectively.
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SPORTS
The grounds of the School are fairly extensive and football, rugby, hockey and cricket are played. Boxing is exceedingly popular and the School possesses an up-to-date boxing ring. Facilities are also
available for .22 inch and .303 inch Miniature Range shooting.
LIBRARY
The School possesses two libraries, technical and fiction and full use is made of both.
HOBBIES
Facilities exist for many hobbies and the pursuit of suitable spare-time occupation is encouraged.
Among the hobbies and activities catered for are shooting, cycling, scouting, fishing, photography, amateur dramatics, music, airplane modelling, carpentry,
stamp collecting, dancing and choral society.
VOLUNTARY STUDIES
In order that apprentices may make the best possible use of their time in the School, they are encouraged to take up extra studies connected with their training through the City and Guilds of London Institute.
PROGRESS REPORTS
On reaching their Training Companies, parents or guardians of trainees are furnished with detailed reports of the progress of their sons or wards twice yearly, i.e. Christmas and Mid-Summer.
HOSPITAL
There is an excellent Military Hospital in the grounds of the School, and a Senior Medical Officer and a
Matron are always available.
SAVINGS GROUP
The School possesses a Savings Group and all the apprentice tradesmen are encouraged to contribute
NATIONAL INSURANCE ACT
Contributions will be paid by apprentice tradesmen under 18 years of age at is 1s. 9d.
We provide white flannels and shirts for School matches, but are unable to do so for Company games and
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net practice. A pair of grey flannels and two white shirts would be a great help.
I am sure you will agree that it is necessary for every boy to have at least eight handkerchiefs. Shortage of these is most unhygienic and only helps to spread infection.
I fully realise the extra expense and trouble involved, but would be most grateful for your co-operation.
MEDICAL TREATMENT
Before an operation on an Apprentice Tradesman under the age of 18 years can be performed, it Is necessary for the consent or the parent or guardian to be obtained. It Is hoped such a thing will not be
necessary while your Son/Ward is at the School, but we must be prepared for such an eventuality.
In certain extreme cases, it has been necessary for the Surgical Specialist to take the responsibility
and carry out the operation before this consent could arrive. In order to avoid instances of this kind,
will you please by completing Pro-forma II (attached) give your consent to an operation being performed
if the Surgeon considers an immediate operation is in the best interests of the patient. When time permits of your consent being obtained through the ordinary postal channels the sanction now requested
will not be used. Immediate notification of any operation will of course be sent.
SICKNESS ON LEAVE
If at any time your Son/Ward is on leave and is unable to return on the correct date owing to sickness,
etc., you should inform the Officer Commanding his Company as soon as possible.
To prevent hardships you should send in a Doctor’s Certificate showing the approximate date of his fitness to travel in order that Ration Cards, Ration Allowance and Pay can be forwarded.
Ration cards and allowance cannot be granted for periods spent in Military or Civil Hospitals.
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AOBA, BENEVOLENCE AND CHARITY
The Arborfield Old Boys Association is a registered charity. The Association has a Benevolence Committee comprising a small
number of members who are anxious to hear of any old boys in distress or who may need help in any way.
If you are aware of any ex-apprentices who may have fallen on hard times, are distressed or could benefit in any way from the
charitable funds available from within the Association then you are urged to contact as a matter of urgency the Honorary Secretary,
Col Bill Cleasby. It could be in some circumstances that help could be given to attend the next Reunion! Remember, it’s of no use
our having a benevolence fund if it is not used!

MEMORIES OF BEN COOK
(The following memories have been extracted from earlier issues OBAN (with their contributors and number in brackets. Ed)
I remember the 1939-40 winter at Arborfield being cold and all the pipes bursting. I spent most of that winter helping the REs to
lay water pipes all around the camp. I remember going to do the pipes in Ben Cook’s house and got a marvellous lunch from Mrs
Cook. Ben come home and found that two boys had eaten his hot lunch. (Ianto Metcalf (39B) 3)
We were moved to Arborfield to our beloved Ben Cook. What a character, many a time I was gardening for him (on defaulters of
course) and pulling the roller over his lawn. The last I saw of Ben was at the Depot awaiting demob, when a tractor came flying
through the main gate with, of course, Ben at the wheel, singing a jolly song. Ah! happy days. (D A Driscoll (38B) 3)
What a love/hate relationship we had with Ben and how we all feared him. Stories about him are legion and often concerned
Gilbert the great shire horse. I recall that one day on “farm” fatigues with Ben when the tea and NAAFI cake arrived at break time,
Ben gave it all to Gilbert as he had worked harder than the boys! Who will ever forget the morning that Ben led Gilbert along the
top of the square during muster parade stopping right in the middle to allow the horse to urinate, caused, it was said, because Ben
used a cavalryman’s trick to start the horse off. (David Ferns (44B) 3)
One memory especially of Ben Cook’s horse Gilbert falling into the Emergency Water Supply tank by the workshop block. The
language used in extracting the beast from a watery grave wasn’t fit for young, delicate ATs’ ears. I don’t think Ben gave the horse
any of our morning break cake for at least a week after that incident! (Joe Culley (44A) 3)
What a different man [to Sgt Hotchkiss] was RSM Ben Cook. He looked a fearsome sight to most 14 year olds, but we soon found
out there was a chuckle lurking around inside him. I was outside the stores waiting for an issue of kit when he towered over me
“Where’re you from boy?” he growled. “Oxford sir!” I replied. “Well, I’m from Cambridge and they will win again next year” said
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he with a wicked grin. (Doug (Phil) Phillips (39B) 6)
Being hitched to the plough was a regular occurrence, normally when Ben thought the
‘orse was ‘tired’. The agricultural party of my intake did spend an extraordinary amount
of time between the shafts on one occasion though. This came about because Ben
caught us throwing potatoes at Gilbert. (Walter Jobber (Oct 43) 9)
Ben was returning from a night in the Senior Ranks Mess, after trying to drink the place
dry, aboard his trusty bicycle. No lights, even in peace time. Sgt Hotchkiss attempted
to waylay him. On one occasion he was too successful, causing Ben and his steed
to part company, resulting in Ben being “on parade” for a while with his leg in plaster.
(Walter Jobber (Oct 43) 9)
I can remember being told off by Ben for not calling a group of apprentices to attention
as he approached. When I pointed out that I was also an apprentice, he said I was the
tallest so should have done it. (F J ‘Lofty’ Cotsford (46B) 9)
I must include my own Ben Cook story. One fine evening the terrible four (James,
Johnson, Hall and Preston) from B Coy decided to hop across country to the pub
at Farley Hill. Upon arrival we cautiously opened the door and, seeing nobody we
recognised, marched up to the bar and ordered “Four halves please”, when a loud
voice from behind the door said “Give them pints”. The smiling barman obliged, which
depleted our pockets entirely. It was, of course, Ben Cook. None of us had ever drunk
a WHOLE PINT before and when it was done we were lined up outside and doublemarched down the road followed by Ben. With an unusual amount of beer swilling
around inside as we trotted, and feeling apprehensive about being locked up for the
night, we were not very well! But at the Sgts Mess gate Ben halted us and then told us
to get back in the way we got out, and rode of on his bike chuckling. It was a long time
before we ever tasted beer again. (Gerry Preston (44A) 9)
I could easily have passed over ‘Mac’ McNally’s report of the Reunion, having been
there and done it, but then I would not have been able to thank him for his thoughtfulness
in going to see Ben Cook’s widow and daughter. His comment brought to mind the last
time I saw Ben, in a wheelchair outside the Cambridge Military Hospital. (Allan Tucker
(39B) 9).
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BULLYING

By Greg Peck 53B
At the time of writing this, the third of March
2003, a thread has been running for some
time on the AOBA Website Forum message
board on the topic of bullying at AAS. It
certainly existed there in its various forms
and everyone who passed through AAS
would have been subjected to it, in one form
or another. As to how terrible it was, only an
individual can comment on that from his or
her own perspective. For me personally,
bullying started much earlier than my entry
through the front gates of Arborfield AAS.
Bear with me and I will endeavour to relate
how it affected me, as I was as a child, then
as a teenager and indeed even now.
My first contact with a bully was while still
a child of tender years, living at that time
in Bakers Street, Luton. Michael Allen, my
nemesis, lived some four doors away from
the house in which we lived. Our house
faced a side road, Cambridge Street, a very
short but quite steep thoroughfare, leading
towards the Council Bus Depot and a main
road into Luton from the south. Michael Allen
was quite a large and aggressive kid, who led
a little pack of hangers-on. From the day that
my family moved into the street, he relegated
me to bottom of the pecking order and my
life was made a misery whenever our paths
crossed. I soon learned to avoid him and his
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cohorts, slipping quietly out of the street to seek the company of my older cousins whenever I could. The gauntlet had to be run
again on my return home, but I became very expert at lurking without being seen and then making a very swift dash once the
coast was clear. My Mother often entrusted me to go into the town centre for the meat ration. Once I got a little older, I developed
a defensive technique for that, which never failed me. Fearing to get waylaid and having money and ration card taken from me, I
would gaze out the front window down Cambridge Street. Upon seeing a couple of old dears whose routine never varied, I would
dash out and walk with them all the way to Dewhurst’s, the butchers’ shop in Wellington Street. In cold and slippery conditions, the
two elderly ladies thought I was a very nice young lad, as they clutched my arms to help them maintain their footing. My motivation
however was for their presence, to deter my feared persecutors of course, a very happy sort of quid pro quo for me! Michael Allen
and all of his pack ended up going to Surrey Street school, which was downhill from where we lived; while I went to Tennyson
Road, slightly further away but uphill. With he and his sycophants spending more and more of their time with new chums, from
their school, I saw much less of them and that thankfully from such a distance that it permitted me to avoid them.
Unfortunately, this did not end my problems as far as bullying went. I had become such a furtive and introspective little bloke by
this time, that I guess my body language invited predation by those types who need a victim to fulfil their otherwise empty lives.
Another larger and older kid at my school promptly filled in the vacuum left by my erstwhile tormentor. The quadrangles at the
school were poorly serviced by teachers at break times, they rarely ventured out of the building, unless called out in the case of
a kid getting into strife by way of a fall or whatever, or maybe an air raid warning. This left me entirely at the mercy of this big fat
older kid, who gave me several hidings for no apparent reason other than the fact that he could! My recesses were spent either
skulking or, if spotted, running for my life! An older girl, noticing my plight, started to intercede whenever she saw me being set
upon. I worshipped the very ground she walked upon and quickly utilised her the same way I had done with the two old dears,
hanging out just close enough to her so that I could scoot to her side if threatened. Inevitably, there came a day when she was
away from school for some reason. ‘Fatso’ had been waiting for this and, at the lunch break, he finally cornered me. I was trapped
in a corner of the rear quadrangle and he just stood there slapping at my head. One slap started my nose bleeding and something
snapped inside of me. I quite literally saw red for a second, a sort of haze, and then I felt sort of weightless. Next thing I remember
is hearing screams and having a teacher pull me off of the chest of the fat kid, who I had somehow knocked to the ground. Both
of us were well bloodied and were screaming, me with rage and he with fear, as I pounded at his head with flying fists.
A short while later, after a lecture on my errant behaviour, I was given six strokes of the cane across the palm of my hand, my first
clash with authority and a painful one too. Not even that, however, could take away the tremendous feeling of elation coursing
through me. I had, or so I believed, solved the problem where bullying was concerned. From that day on, whenever picked on, I
would stand my ground and, if necessary, protect myself with flying fists. Incidents that caused me to fight became very infrequent,
probably because I no longer carried myself like a frightened potential victim. Instead of lurking about on the periphery of whatever
was going on, I became an enthusiastic participator.
In my final few days at Tennyson Road School, my old protagonist was transferred from Surrey Street School, apparently for unruly
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behaviour. We were preparing to emigrate to Melbourne in Australia at the time, and my mind was really on other things. Once he
had settled in, he tried to start at precisely where he had left off, belittling, shoving, elbowing and - the final straw - smacking the
back of my head in class with his ruler.
Luckily, without attracting the teachers’ attention, I turned around and took a swipe at him; mutual threats were exchanged and we
arranged to fight outside the school gates. He disappeared after lunch and, after vainly waiting outside the school for some fifteen
minutes, the eager crowd had dispersed, I started to make my way downhill. At the first intersection, Michael Allen waylaid me.
In tow he had a tough looking kid from Surrey Street and they both started to shove and push at me. I lashed out and offered to
fight the other kid, immediately after I had sorted out Michael Allen. This bravado really nettled them and the kid said that he had
no real quarrel with me - I only had to fight Michael Allen as far as he was concerned. What a doddle! He was quite hopeless, this
was very obviously the first time his bluff had been called and, after a few punches and a bit of wrestling, he ‘spat the dummy’.
This was all the proof I felt was needed that bullying by your peers did not have to be endured.
Australia was very different, somehow much more casual and relaxed, although the schoolyards contained bullies too. As a ‘Pom’,
I found myself a magnet to those who wanted someone different to have a go at and every school that I went to (nine in total)
necessitated some scrapping in order to secure relief from that. I quickly noticed that teachers patrolled schoolyards there much
better than had been the case in Tennyson Road School, and this I utilised to good advantage. My invariable stratagem was
to become extremely vociferous when challenged by a would-be bully-boy. Having attracted an enthusiastic audience, towards
which the teacher would now be hastening, I would launch a sudden ferocious assault on my foe. The object of this was to do as
much damage as I could in the short time available to me, which dismayed the object of my attention because all he wanted to do
was establish dominance as cheaply as possible, or to arrange a clash after school. My apparent enthusiasm for instant fisticuffs
totally baffled them and none showed any enthusiasm for a rematch. Of course, a few strokes across the behind with a plimsoll
were received by each of us for fighting, but this was a small price to pay for being left unmolested.
Some of the incidents during my time there were unusual and stood apart from the ones over which I could exercise some
manipulation to my advantage; not all victories were to be cheap. While I was at Highett School, I had two standout incidents.
The Saturday before commencing at the school, I went to the cinema for the very popular matinee for kids, and I had my younger
brother with me. Duncan had a really white blonde head of hair and, for some reason, this provoked some teasing from some
kids sat in the row behind us. One of them reached forward and pulled four year-old Duncan’s hair quite viciously; I grabbed this
boy around the neck, pulled him into my row and set about sorting him out. When the ushers came to see what it was all about,
plenty of other kids told what had been done to my brother, so we saw the matinee while the rat bag and his mates were tossed
out. When I fronted for my latest new school on the Monday, who should come swaggering up to me but the kid who I had fought
with in the cinema. He announced himself as the best fighter in the grade and told me to watch myself. I sniggered at his swollen
and blackened eye and told him to scarper before I gave him a matched pair - no further trouble from that quarter.
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Later on at Highett School, I had befriended a kid called Paul, who complained to me that this older lad was taking lunch money
off the kids; he told me that it was only a matter of time before he caught up with me. I suggested that perhaps he needed to be
taught some manners and then organised to secrete some cudgels by the route we followed to school, along the road down by
the back paddock. A couple of weeks later, this big ginger-headed yobbo confronted us and told us to cough up our lunch money,
instead of which we took off down the road, with him hotfoot after us. When we pulled up by this big boxthorn bush, his smirk didn’t
last very long, as we set about him with the cudgels to such good effect that he was off school for three days. He never ‘dobbed
us in’ though and never came near us again either.
At Auburn School, we had two classes in our grade and the rivalry was really intense. On this particular day, we actually went for
each other like you wouldn’t believe. I ended up rolling around on the floor, locked in mortal combat with a biggish Yugoslav kid.
As the teachers arrived to break up the scrimmage, all the kids still on their feet sprinted away, one of them managing to stomp on
my hooter on the way. Result - one broken nose! Just three weeks after this, it got done again, in a fight arranged in my normal
format. It was really sore but, as always, things happen in threes! In the third instance, my kid brother’s little red pedal car had
been left outside the front of the Milk Bar that my parents then owned. This kid from a couple of doors down had decided he would
muck around with it; he was sat astride it and scooting with his feet. Duncan had a bit of a toot when this kid told him to ‘POQ’,
as he asked for it back. My Dad told me to get this kid off of the pedal car. Well, he was two grades ahead of me, although he
was only a runt, much as I was. I pointed out to my Dad the disparity in ages and asked if he could deal with it. He made me an
offer. Deal with this kid or get a belting from him. My Dad was a nasty piece of work and a hiding from him was to be avoided at
all costs. Well, I tried diplomacy and, when that didn’t work, grabbed the kid’s hair and pulled him off the car. The ensuing fight
was the longest and hardest I was ever to have in my entire life. We ended up in the alleyway alongside the side entry to the
living quarters, surrounded by a large crowd of boozy men cheering us on and even making bets on the outcome. My shonk had
succumbed again within seconds of the scrap starting and I was covered in gore and snot. Three times I had my worthy opponent
on the ground and, each time, he got up and came back at me. The next time I got him down, I commenced to smack his head
against the pavement. It was at this point that a foreign sounding lady came into the alleyway and, berating the onlookers, pulled
me away from the other lad. She took me into the shop, where my mother took charge of me; the lady lectured my father and
then took off. As I lay in the bath, nursing my sore hands, along with my badly swollen and still leaking nose, my father came in,
slipped a half crown on to my piled up clothes and said, “Well done”. That was the only time I can ever remember feeling that I had
earned his genuine, unstinting approval.
As a result of all the damage done to my shonk, I developed an infection in it that threatened to erode the bone and cartilage. It
spread to my ears, causing mastoid problems, but a course of penicillin injections, followed by cauterisation, stopped the rot. This
badly frightened me and I had a bit of a rethink as to whether fighting was such a good idea after all. Looking at how most of my
contemporaries coped with signs of aggression from others, I decided to try humour as a first line of defence in future, resorting
to method two only as a last resort. This stood me in reasonable stead for some four or five years, immediately prior to enlisting
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as an Apprentice Tradesman. I had very few fights during that period of my life and those I did have were very brief. Watching a
much fancied very tall lad get his come-uppance from someone of my stamp, while at my last school, decided me on what tactics
I would apply if ever I was picked on and unable to josh my way out of it. This lad simply kept edging way from Ossie Osbourne
as he stalked forward, then he took three very rapid steps backwards and then one forwards, striking as he did so. Caught with
forward momentum, Ossie went down like a pole-axed steer. I adopted that technique, so beautifully simple and ideal for someone
short in stature but with powerful arms.
Less than eight months after returning to England in mid 1950, my father succumbed to cancer of the brain. My mother brought a
surly Cornishman in as our ‘stepfather’ within a matter of three weeks. He was a humourless, heavy-handed tyrant, the more so
because he was not graced with any wit that I ever noticed. My brother and I greeted his advent into our lives with some antipathy;
we suffered the consequences for our signal lack of enthusiasm. Within a very short time, I had been set in the role of family
skivvy, having to shop, cook and be at Bill Brown’s beck and call whenever he needed an errand doing. His heavy-handed brutality
extended to my mother. One night, about eighteen months after he had taken over our lives, he knocked her to the ground over
some argument they were engaged in. Always protective of my own, I went berserk. I grabbed a carving knife and did my level
best to plunge it into his back. The fact that the plate of food my mother had been about to set on the table had spilt on the floor
as she fell, caused me to slip at the vital moment. Except for that, my life would have been entirely different to what it has been,
my instinct and intent was to kill! As I crashed to the floor, still clutching the knife, he spun around and promptly kicked me in the
ribs hard enough to stun my diaphragm. He picked me up off of the floor and threw me violently upwards so that my head broke
through the ceiling, fortunately missing the cross-beam; otherwise I wouldn’t be sat typing this today. He battered me very badly,
but I did manage to have the last word to him before he slammed the bedroom door on me. I shouted out that I wouldn’t always
be small. I was wrong as it turned out. He always said to me, whenever I let my hatred show through, that I would be too old by
the time I was good enough. He too was wrong, very wrong!
The new sports teacher at Challney, which was my thirteenth and final school, was a keen boxer and started a training group. He
was hoping to get it organised in time to take part in competitions, but something went awry with the registrations, so we dipped
out. I was appointed as school boxing captain but, as it was my senior year and we had failed to nominate in time, I never had a
competitive bout. I was very keen though and trained really hard, so of course that went into the report card that the school sent
to AAS on my behalf. The other thing that was mentioned was my supposed indifference towards authority, this stemming from
a refusal to accept punishment from a hectoring and bombastic type of teacher who had accused me, incorrectly, of flipping him
a V sign as the class marched in from lunch recess. I defied the principal, his deputy and of course the twerp himself, and such
defiance was almost unheard of. Fortunately, my sterling reputation for goodwill and honesty swung the deputy principal, Mr
Heelis, to support me.
Eighteen months or so before enlisting into AAS, I enrolled as an Army Cadet with the Sundon Park half-Company of the
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment. The other half of the Company was situated at Toddington village, which was about
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eight kilometres away as the crow flies. Rivalry between us was intense and, on the two or three occasions every year when we
met as a full Company, trouble was never far away. Lieutenant Sears and his older brother, who was our Colour Sergeant, ran
Sundon Park. The older Sears was a good sort; the CO was a bit stuck up and never took to me at all. He was ever ready to find
fault with anything I did. He gave very grudging praise when I became the only Cadet to pass my ‘part two’ badge with credit,
out of some 250 cadets from all over East Anglia, when tested at Dunstable Town’s drill hall. Some two months before going into
AAS, we had a cadet camp at St Martin’s plain, near Folkestone in Kent. The Beds and Herts, Suffolks and Norfolks were all there
together. Many of us recognised each other from the tests and all was going well, until the Brigadier’s Parade and march-past in
the late afternoon of the first day. We were marching as a full Company and I had the misfortune to have the Toddington bullyboy
right behind me in the centre rank. He kept treading on the back of my heel as we marched; I could hear him and some of his
mates sniggering every time he did it. I hissed a warning to him, with no avail whatsoever. So finally I turned around as quick as
a flash and king-hit him, well that was it, eh? I spent the entire fortnight on Jankers, although the Inniskillings who ran the camp
gave me a very cushy time of it. The Irish do love a rogue! Lieutenant Sears had to submit a report to AAS as part of my induction
and, by way of referral. I hope he modified it so that it was couched differently to the language he used to describe me when I
had to front him for punishment!
Such was the baggage that I brought with me into AAS, probably not the best of backgrounds for presentation to somewhere that
demanded absolute obedience, at once! At least I was reasonably well equipped to handle the various sorts of bullying that places
set up like AAS could present you with. When Master Evans thought to set himself up as the bully boy of barrack room F4 in
HQ Coy at AAS, I was the first one he tried to intimidate. He tried to bulldoze me out of his way, but I simply wrestled him to the
ground and held him down. When he tried to repeat the experiment, obviously not believing that someone of lesser physique could
manage that other than by sheer fluke, I repeated the process, the second time much less gently. The sort of hazing that seniors
assume the right of towards juniors was never much of a problem to me at AAS, on the very rare occasions that it did occur, I was
philosophical about it. We all had to have a turn in the barrel!
I never became a bully myself, I hasten to add; I abhor bullying of any sort. My biggest problem was a form of vanity. I started
to think that I could put anyone away with no more than three punches and started to become very willing to check my theory if
someone was giving me a hard time. My hubris in this respect caused me to almost kill a man in 1978, less than two hundred
metres from Christie’s Beach Police station in SA; they call what he had ‘road rage’ nowadays. He was big and mean and I wasn’t
going to put up with his crap, he got up after a terrible single punch felled him, then my second blow was picture perfect. He
hovered, horizontal, and then crashed to earth, bleeding from nose, mouth and ears. Only the whites of his eyes were showing.
I brought him round, thank God, before I left him in his car and drove off.
I have always been a basically friendly sort of bloke. I wonder sometimes if bullies ever stop to think that their actions can have
the potential to turn a nice bloke into something very dangerous and that some other fool will reap what they have sown. Or that
the odds are that it will one day be them on the receiving end of a ‘monster’, created by one of their own ilk? I am only too well
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aware of what it is that motivates a bully. It is an adrenalin rush; I know, because I got an enormous ‘high’ whenever I tackled and
triumphed against someone who was trying to dominate me. Some people achieve these highs through sporting ability, some
through risk taking, and some by brutalising those they perceive as lesser men. Or, in my instance, by turning the tables on the
idiots who wanted to hurt me for their own senseless and selfish gratification. As for me, I am simply grateful for the fact that
somewhere along the way, I didn’t take a life.

MY LIFE
by Frank Fendick 45A
I was born in 1930, in married quarters at the ‘Home of the British Army’, Aldershot in Hampshire. My father was an RSM in the
Royal Horse Artillery. I went to the Duke of York’s Royal Military School (‘The Dukies’), whose permanent home is in Dover. From
1941 to 1945, during the Second World War, the school was evacuated to Saunton Sands Hotel in Devon. My name was Hill
when I was at the Dukies. My mother’s uncle left me a farm, on condition that I changed my name to Fendick. After the Dukies,
I joined the Army Apprentices’ School, Arborfield, as a boy soldier in 1945 at the age of fifteen (just in time to serve for six months
during the war and thus qualify for the War Medal). I held it against my father that he didn’t insist that I stay on at the Dukies in the
sixth form - I have since learned that it is very difficult to get teenagers to take any notice of you. I served in the Army for eleven
years, mostly as a radio mechanic in the Airborne. I served in Egypt and Cyprus but was discharged, with the rank of Sergeant,
in February 1956, so that it was not necessary for me to go to jail for refusing to take part in Britain’s attack on Egypt later in that
year.
I attended an agricultural college for a year, to obtain my Certificate in Agriculture, and worked as a cowman until, with a wife and
child to support, I decided that £6 a week did not provide a comfortable living. In 1959, I started at King’s Lynn Technical College
for three days a week (I was a bread-roundsman for the other three – with Sundays off) and, in 1961, obtained my A-levels in
maths, chemistry and physics. I was then employed at the College to teach maths at O-level at the princely salary of £700 per
year (thus doubling my previous wage). After three years of teaching, I entered Queen Mary College, London University, where
I obtained a BSc (Honours) in physics. I then taught A-level physics at my previous College for eight years. During this period, I
obtained, by part-time study, two certificates in education and a Diploma in Education, from Leeds University. In partial fulfilment
of this qualification, I wrote a thesis entitled ‘The Effects of Student-Teacher Classroom Interaction on Student Achievement and
Student Opinion of the Teacher’.
In about 1969, I applied to teach physics at the Dukies, making sure that I put ‘Agnostic’ down as my religion. I was called for
interview, but walked out when I was informed that all staff must go to church. If only I had been a Christian, I might have known
some of you guys well. In 1990, I still had a yen to teach at my old school so I applied again, explaining why I had missed the
opportunity to teach there in the ‘bad old days’. I was informed that staff members were still obliged to go to church.
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In 1975 my wife left me, so I went to Africa. Instead of joining the Foreign Legion, I taught physics at the University of Maiduguri and
at the Federal Advanced Teachers’ College at Yola (both in Nigeria), where I was head of department. I found myself a new wife,
who is twenty-five years my junior - we are still together after twenty years. By this time, I thought I knew quite a lot about teaching
and was not impressed by the research that I read on the subject. Therefore, I decided to do some research of my own, using the
scientific principles that I taught in Physics. In 1982, I became a graduate student in the Foundations of Education Department,
University of Florida, in order to accomplish this goal. While at the University, I taught half-time in the Physics Department and
was paid $15,000 (£10,000) a year - more than I had ever earned in my life! In August 1990, I obtained a PhD in research and
evaluation in education. The title of my dissertation was ‘The Correlation Between Teacher Clarity of Communication and Student
Achievement Gain: A meta-analysis’. I then made the mistake of returning to the UK, where I found that they were getting rid of
sixty-year-old teachers, rather than employing them. I was thus unemployed for five years before retiring at sixty-five.
I now raise plants from cuttings, which I plant in my woods in Norfolk. I drive the bus for the Volunteer Centre, attend a creative
writing class, and work on the computer. I have five children, seven grandchildren and one great-grandson, so I have repaid my
great-uncle by spreading the name of Fendick.

YOUNG BIRDS

By Frank Fendick 45A
I was ten when I first fell in love. Her name was Jennifer and we were both evacuated at Three Bridges; she was probably eight
at the time. I don’t think I got any further than admiring her from afar. The funny thing is that, a year or so ago, my brother, who is
four years younger than me, told exactly the same story about him falling for Jennifer and there is no doubt that it was the same
girl, as he pointed out where she used to live in London. I never said anything at the time but I thought, “That’s my story”. I will
send this to him and see what he says.
When I was fourteen, I fell for a girl at one of the dances we had at school. I always used to ask, “May I have the honour of this
dance?” which is what I had been taught. I will never forget the time she asked, “Isn’t it a pleasure as well as an honour?” I guess
I should have been taught to sometimes say, “May I have the pleasure of this dance?” Some of us learn the hard way.
When I was twenty-six, I left the Army and went to live at Northwold, in Norfolk. I was new blood in the village and on Valentine’s
Day, after I had been there about a month, I received three Valentine cards. (The next year, when they knew me better, I didn’t
receive any). One of the cards was from a beautiful fourteen-year-old named Rosemary Glenister. She used to knock on my door
and we would go for a walk with all the village kids trailing along behind. The furthest we went was a kiss by the side of the river.
A few years later, I was driving home at night, when I saw her walking home in the village. I stopped and had a chat. She was
radiating sexual energy and I thought to myself, “She has just made love for the first time”.
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When I was forty-six, I was driving from Maiduguri to Yola and stopped, halfway, at a bar. There was a beautiful fifteen-year-old
girl chatting outside. I got laughing and joking with her and asked, “How would you like to marry a white man?” She replied, “I
wouldn’t mind”. When I arrived in Yola, a friend of mine arrived unexpectedly. I told him the story and he told me, “That’s my
sister”. (Actually she was his cousin, but they use the term ‘sister’ for any close female relation of the same generation.) He
asked whether I was serious about wanting to marry her and I said, “Yes”. He said that I would have to get permission from his
father, who was head of the family. We drove a few hundred miles up Mambilla Plateau and got permission from his father. But
it was stipulated that she would first have to finish teacher-training college. (In Nigeria, a teacher-training college is a second-best
alternative to a grammar school). But, before that happened, I met and married Mary.
I always tell Mary that I made a big mistake in not waiting for that girl, who was also named Mary, as she had been trained to enter
a room and kneel down to present her husband with food; whereas my Mary believes in the equality of the sexes. Actually, in my
house, some people are more equal than others - and it’s not me - just ask my son.

A REPORT FROM DOWN UNDER
By Greg Peck 53B

On 15th November 2003, the ‘Far East Old F@rts Association’, a small group of us ex-brats of the Arborfield persuasion, enjoyed
the culmination of seven and a half months of planning, scheming, procuring and conniving, in respect of one of our number. It
had been decided that it was high time Mr Reggie Harper, once of intake 51A at AAS Arborfield, was in receipt of the necessary
accoutrements and regalia to permit him to take his place amongst his peers on ANZAC Day parades. As befits men of that rare
and very special ilk, no stone was left unturned in the determination to obtain every item on the list of desired objects and then
some! Reggie had been the recipient of some very harsh treatment at AAS, due initially to the fact that he was too ill equipped
by education, to conform to the required standards demanded during technical training. Well equipped as he was to handle
the military aspect, by dint of experience as an Army cadet NCO, Reggie was unable to handle the demands set by trade and
educational training. It never occurred to the powers-that-were at Arborfield that a recruiter had ‘cooked the books’ to secure an
entry to AAS for Reg, in order to round off his quota!
RSM McNally recognised the problem, but was unable to sway the then Chief Instructor to permit a transfer to a Junior Leaders’
unit. Instead the gentleman instigated a ‘make or break’ regimen for Reggie. To his eternal credit, Reg entered into the spirit of the
thing and met pressure with pressure. Sorely outnumbered and outclassed however, he eventually broke after just over two years
of unremitting pressure. It was our intention to make sure that we, his peers, were going to atone for the cruel intransigence and
massive indifference shown to Reggie by the establishment at AAS at that time. Reggie now, at 68 years of age, is a successful
businessman who, despite the loss of a leg, refuses to retire and draw a pension. A proud man and a much-loved husband
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and father, he is well worthy of all the respect that we, his
erstwhile peers, were prepared to bestow upon him.
This is the way that we set up his endowment …..
First we had to agree, as a group, what we wanted to do for
Reggie; we then had to get his wife Vera and his family ‘on
side’ with our plans, which was easily accomplished. The
next step was to ascertain what Reggie was entitled to by
way of paraphernalia; this too was done. Then we had to
decide which parts were to be obtained by family and which
by ourselves; again, an accord was easily obtained. Then
we had to procure the ‘necessaries’ and here George Millie
just excelled himself, turning up desirable items from the
most unlikely sources! The last of the items we set out to
acquire, a commemorative medal, is still in the pipeline, but
we still managed to acquire two others that he is eligible to
hang from his chest. Every other item we managed to locate
in time.
Here is how the day went …….
George and Marion Millie had stayed over-night with my wife
Maggie and myself, and we all set off westwards around A photograph of some Australian ex-Brats that gathered to present Reg Harper
mid-morning, making our way towards Reg and Vera’s with his regalia, hencefifth to be known in a strictly hysterical sense, as “Regfive-acre property at Anstead. This also entailed a ferry trip gie-mentals”! From left to right, Roy Ashman 42c, George Millie 49b, Phil
across the mid-reaches of the Brisbane River. By 11.30 hrs, Hutchinson 53a, Reg Harper himself 51a, complete with Jubilee medal and of
all had turned to, that penchant for punctuality, drummed course last and least, the Duty Jeep, Gerry “Greg” Peck 53b.
into us at Arborfield, still holding good for a span of over
sixty years, in one instance within our group. Present were Roy Ashman 42C, George Millie 49B, Phil Hutchinson 53A and myself,
Gerry ‘Greg’ Peck 53B/54A. Maggie Peck and Marion Millie were likewise in attendance. Also present were all of Reggie’s family,
many friends and his immediate neighbours.
Dusty, as the doyen of our group, was the ‘Emcee’ for the occasion. as you would expect from a highly ranked Mason, he was
just the ticket in this role! He set up the exercise as a photo-shoot for us ex-brats and, as Vera had already made sure, Reggie
was clad in grey slacks and pale blue shirt, walking all unsuspecting into the trap! He was somewhat abashed to see the four
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of us in our full regalia and was hesitant about being snapped with us, but Dusty ‘pulled
rank’. He then observed that Reggie really was a rather scruffy looking object and asked for
someone to do something about it! Phil Hutchinson then fronted up and, after a short and
amusing little speech, had him adorned with an AAS-pattern ‘B’ Coy tie! “Small step in the
right direction”, quoted Dusty, “but more needs to be done!” Suiting word to deed, if you’ll
pardon the pun, he then launched into a nicely crafted short speech, which culminated in
Dusty and Vera dressing Reggie in a smart blazer, tastefully adorned with an AAS badge
and anodised AAS-pattern buttons. Poor Reggie stood there like a stunned mullet, only to
see George step very smartly forward and deliver a rousing and moving little speech, which
again endorsed our admiration, respect and love for Reggie as a friend and fellow ex-brat.
This was followed by the presentation of the Queen’s Jubilee medal and the Regular Forces
Commemorative Medal, both of which were pinned on by members of Reggie’s family.
Totally ‘gobsmacked’ by this time, poor Reggie was then subjected to another short speech,
by myself, outlining the reason that we had done as we had. I then had the absolute pleasure
of presenting him with a black beret, complete with AAS cap badge. Before he could recover
his wits, George was on him again like a gull on a raw prawn, this time to present a ‘shooting’
medal - not for target shooting, as was usually the case, but for ‘line shooting’! While he still
had tears running down his leg from this, Marion Millie stood up and presented us all with a china mug each, tastefully decorated
with the legend, “Old F@rt”.
I then applied the coup-de-grace, by presenting Reggie with a bugle, reminding him as I did so of the effect his strident calls once
had on us at sparrowsf@rt of a winter’s morning! I told him not to fret about where he could place it, as all four of us were well
qualified to fill him in on that little detail. Poor lad nearly lost it then, but he stiffened that trumpeters lip! Reggie Harper, now
smartly dressed in what will from this moment hence be known, in a hysterical sense, as ‘Reggie-mentals’, was now informed
that he was presentable enough to be snapped with the rest of us. After a swag of photos were taken, we showed our complete
disdain for whatever was being said in Chepstow, by belting out ‘The Reds’ in exemplary fashion. After this we settled down for a
day’s serious eating and drinking.
If I might presume to speak for all of us then present to ‘toast and roast’ Reggie Harper, we are proud and privileged to be his
friends, he is a gentleman and a man of immense integrity. The joy and gratitude with which he accepted that which we presented
to him, made 15th November 2003 a day that none of us will ever forget. It gave all of us a tremendous buzz and really set the
scene for the hammering that the ‘Wobblies’ gave the Kiwis later in the day, when the Rugby semi-final was decided. Just a totally
bonzer day. “Ozzy, Ozzy, Ozzy! Oy, Oy Oy”! Finally, a big thank you to the lady wives, who supported us wholeheartedly in our
endeavours to get this day up and running. Great work, ladies.
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FROM THE CORPS ARCHIVES
“Looking Back 60 Plus Years”
The current plan to construct a replica of the old REME Depot Guardroom, previously located at the entrance to Poperinghe
Camp, Arborfield, and now to be resited within the Corps Museum Complex, brings to mind the origin and purpose of the wooden
huts of similar construction, which sprang up all over the country in 1939. They were to house the Militia (Citizens Army), who
were conscripted to meet the threat of war, following the German invasion of Czechoslovakia.
The following extract from a news-cutting of the period clearly illustrates that our superiors over the years have spared neither
effort nor expense to ensure that our reception into the Army befits first class hotel standards! Were we a little more naive in ‘The
Good Old Days’, or was it just the ‘Freedom of the Press’?

Aldershot Area Press Report - July 1939
Throughout the day, about 4,000 militiamen arrived in the Aldershot Command Area, and were driven to their quarters
in luxury coaches. Some arrived in well-cut West-End suits, with trunks and cases, others with nothing more than the
open-necked shirt, sports coat and trousers which they stood up in. All received the same first class reception, being
introduced to their officers and NCOs, prior to being conducted to their rooms in hotel style! Beds were made, hot baths
prepared, and scented soap provided! Each man was offered pay in advance, to carry them over the weekend, and
they were accommodated in purpose built wooden huts with large clothes airing rooms, chromium plated bathrooms,
and spring beds with heavy mattresses. They were then escorted on a tour of the finest military kitchen in the world,
where military cooks were in the process of testing a range of modern kitchen equipment. A running buffet had also been
prepared.
The first militiaman to report said, “I am amazed at the comforts here, it is like a hotel, and I am looking forward to a grand time!”
(The Corps Archivist also enlisted in 1939, but thinks that he must have joined a different Army!! )
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

? Echoes from the hills!

John Moss (55A) writes from Nova Scotia

Sergeant Fred Silvers (King’s Royal Rifles), Provost Sergeant, was still around when I joined Arborfield in the 55A intake.
Sergeant-major Huxley, MM - “and don’t you forget it, boy!” – was in ‘C’ Company. I was thinking about these two characters when
I telephoned a missing member from the 55A intake whose telephone number was given to me, Ken Famelo. As it turned out,
Ken had an amazing memory. He asked me if I was Moss 23234031 or Moss 23234075. Can you imagine that? Moss 75 was
an Armourer. I was a VM (vehicle mechanic), as fellows of that trade were known. We both went through HQ with each other’s
number and switched only when we got assigned to our respective companies.
My memories of Arborfield, some were good, others were awful. It’s easy not to mix the good and the bad. I was in the Army
cycling team. We used to ride to Portsmouth and back, which was good training for me because I decided one Friday that I’d had
enough of Army life and took off for home in Leicester. That’s about 120 miles from Arborfield. I arrived home the next day, but my
mother made me turn around and cycle straight back again! Cycling through Sunday night, I made it on Monday morning, just
in time to miss the 8 a.m. muster parade. I got twenty-eight days jankers for that, my bicycle confiscated, and was kicked off the
cycling team. It was nip and tuck that I didn’t get the cane as well. Imagine that, the cane. Today, from what I hear, I’d be sent to
the unit psychologist for behavioural correction counselling. It would be enough to crack up the most hardened A/T.
I didn’t aspire to high rank and, having reached the lofty height of Corporal, I left the army in 1966. I was in Germany at the time and
stayed there for a while, working first for Porsche and then for BMW as a VM. In 1970, I emigrated to Canada, got a millwright’s
certificate and became an ‘iron fighter’ so to speak, then joined the Canadian Coast Guard as a marine engineer. Having worked
for a spell on icebreakers, ploughing the Arctic, I ended up as a small craft project officer in the Canadian Maritime, writing repair
specifications. I also worked with DMSI (Design Maintenance Systems Inc.) on its preventive maintenance programme, doing
lubrication analysis.
Good grief - I haven’t written this much since I sat my 1st Class Trade test! In the photograph of the Arborfield VMs (circa 1957-58), I am
there in the front rank, second from the left. So much for oneA/T’s fascinating life - all thanks, I suppose, to being turned around by my mum!
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?

Lou Meyers (41) writes

Whilst waiting to be called up on Horse Guards Parade for the march past at this years Remembrance Parade, I spied
a person wandering around lost, he was wearing an AT badge, being an old Arborfield Boy I thought I might befriend
him, only to discover that there were quite a few others with vacant looks standing about, on enquiring to their identity,
I discovered that they were all ex-Apprentice Tradesman, this puzzled me, as I was always aware the persons of
this illustrious group were of a higher mental state, then the penny dropped, they were ex members from Chepstow.
I should have realised that vacant stare, but then I had not run into this kind of person for many a year.
Any way we exchanged pleasantries and I was informed that they had been invited to this years parade, strange your lot ain’t here
said one, I informed him that we were destined for greater things to come.
Nice to know that after all these years the old rivalry is still beating strong between Arborfield and Chepstow, I did inform them that
I was from the senior school, good manners stops me from printing their reply. Anyway, why weren’t we invited?

?

Mal (Lofty) Russell (54B) writes thro‛ the web

OBAN issue # 28 in full colour (or at least the new pics!), absolutely brilliant, you can make out the faces that much clearer, in spite
of the years? The article content not half bad as well.

?

Roly Wells (55A) writes thro‛ the web

About a fortnight ago I had a special delivery by hand of “ THE ARBORFIELD APPRENTICE “ from the Author himself Peter
Gripton, who actually tried to twist my arm to buy the book. But he had no need to as I was eager to see what was written, and as
he had put a photo of me in it, I thought I had better buy it. At approximately 1700hrs he bade me farewell, I opened the book to
read it and all of a sudden a voice boomed “Haven’t you read enough of that book yet”.I looked at my wife and then the clock and
lo and behold it was 2300hrs - I’m still wondering how the time passed so quickly. ( I’ve still got the rest to read as well though ) I
reckon its a very good read and Peter has done a grand job putting it all together.

?

Larry Jarvis (56B) writes thro‛ the web

Got mine on Monday, what a well written & balanced book. I have only glanced through at the moment & looking forward to reading
it through. Well done Peter (top of the class) & 56B to boot
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Len Symmonds, Derek Palmer & Clive Soord

Time has flown and it is now our turn to celebrate the 50th anniversary of entering the gates at Arborfield. Those three long years
helped to shape, for better or for worse, our destinies and probably influenced what and where we are today.
Those of us who have survived the 50 years must now be retired or on the brink of retirement. It is a time to look forward and
hopefully make the most of the years ahead. However, with advancing age, nostalgia sets in and we now have the time to look
back and think about all those friends and colleagues with whom we shared the experience at Arborfield but with whom we have
lost touch over the years. We hope that all of you who joined in 1954 will make a special effort to meet up again at the reunion in
2004.
If any of you are in touch with other Old Boys of 1954 please urge them to attend and to spread the word to any others they may
know. Let us try to make it the biggest and best reunion ever.
(The 2004 Reunion will be held over the weekend of the 18th to the 20th June and may be the last reunion to be held at Arborfield.
Full details will be published in March 2004. Ed)

?

Pete Gripton (56A) writes

56B – present at the book launch!
On Saturday 13th September, on a warm and pleasant morning, my wife Joyce and I drove up from our home in Hampshire, via
Alton, Basingstoke and Newbury, aiming at the picturesque ‘entry to the Cotswolds’ at Burford. Having arranged to meet up there
with Jo and Dave Howlett, it was not surprising that we spotted Dave, waving at us from the roadside in the town centre. What
was surprising, was the patch of yellow hair at the front of his forehead! The story he gave was of a shampoo that went wrong, but
we had our doubts! We managed to park outside the parish church, then tried to find a spot for a welcome cuppa. Amazingly, the
town was so packed with a mixture of locals and tourists, that it took us three attempts before finding a suitable watering hole.
The aim of this joint venture was to find our way up to a country hotel in Redditch, Worcestershire, where several members of 56B
had arranged to meet for another small reunion. Our old pal Dick Morris had found the venue, suitably located about five minutes
away from his home. So, after morning coffee, we made our way up through the Cotswolds, past Evesham, and so on to Redditch.
Dave’s map-reading skills were to the fore, as we followed his car around a succession of roundabouts and ring-roads, before
turning off on the correct road. We were somewhat early for booking in at the hotel, but Dave spotted a nice looking restaurant
just down the road - time for lunch!
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It was at this point that the mobile came in useful – I gave Ken Anderson a call at his home in Worcester. I knew that Ken had, that
very morning, taken delivery of the very first batch of my new book, ‘The Arborfield Apprentice’, and I was eager to see the finished
product, the fruit of three years’ hard – but enjoyable - labour! I think Ken arrived before the first course – quite an entrée mate! I
was very pleasantly surprised at just what a splendid book had been produced, it certainly exceeded all of my initial expectations.
(I hope you all agree on that!) Ken kindly left a couple of boxes of books with me, before departing for home.
As the afternoon wore on, the rest of our party began to arrive and book in at the hotel. There was a nice terrace, overlooking the
eighteenth hole of the hotel’s golf course, what a lovely spot to enjoy some warm late-summer sunshine and a few bevvies with old
friends! When it was time for dinner, I made sure that there was a book for everyone, and was delighted at the reception it got. All
who turned up for that reunion bought a copy and I was honoured to be able to personally sign each copy, recalling old times and
fond memories from almost fifty years previously. For the record, on parade that weekend were myself, Dave Howlett, Dick Morris,
Russell Dodds, Gerry Hincks, Pete Swanston, Ron Daykin, John Dunn and Len Keetley, plus of course our devoted wives.
These 56B reunions have been going on for a few years now, but it made a change this year not to have the old photograph album
on display – the presence of ‘the book’ certainly gave everyone a starting point for any conversations. Sufficient to say that the
evening passed all too quickly and bedtime called all too soon. I always find myself pretty wound up at these occasions, so didn’t
sleep much, thoughts of yesteryear dashing through my head for most of the night. But it was still an early morning breakfast – but
not too early – followed by the goodbyes and talk of ‘where to go next year’.
Well, I’ve been in touch with Dave Braithwaite, now firmly ensconced in deepest Norfolk at Diss, and he has been kind enough to
‘suss out’ a couple of places nearby for perusal. All I need now is for Dave to let me know a suitable date for him, and I can then
start the ball rolling for next year (2004). All members of 56B who read this letter will also be interested to know that Rodney Smith,
who hosted such a splendid function at Sonning in 1999, is planning to host a similar event in 2006, on the occasion of our Fiftieth
Anniversary. As they say in the trade, watch this space!
Footnote: I am relieved (as was Dave Howlett) that the yellow patch of hair had disappeared before dinner that evening!
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SATELLITE TRACKING STATION
by Ken Anderson 58A
When we sit in front of our television sets today, to watch the daily weather
forecasts, we take it for granted that these include pictures of the earth’s
surface, taken by any number of satellites orbiting the world. That was
certainly not the case in the late 1960s when an ambitious project was
embarked upon in the Electronics Wing of the Army Apprentices College at
Arborfield. Under the guidance of two ex-boys, WO1 ASM John Pewsey
(45A) and SSgt Ken Anderson (58A), then serving on the Permanent Staff.
a weather satellite tracking station was constructed by the apprentices.
John managed to ‘procure’ a 3Mk7 radar set from Old Dalby and this was
used at the platform for the project. The set had obviously seen previous
service at an airfield location as it was painted in a red and white chequer
pattern!
The first stage of the project was to replace the original parabolic dish with
a custom array of three helical aerials, constructed from aluminium tube,
with paxolin tube supporting struts. Bear in mind that, as a Fire Control
radar, the system requirement was to rotate and elevate the parabolic
dish as quickly as possible. Traversing helical aerials some 3 metres in
length required some major changes to the servo system, otherwise they
would have quickly ended as a mass of metal knitting! This modification,
of course, presented no great problem for an Art Radar who had recently
completed his ‘tiffy’ course and was the first to gain an HNC whilst doing A/T/CSM Laurence Springthorpe, Sgt Bill Turnbull and Ssgt
so. The 3Mk7 was a 10cm radar, whilst the weather satellites which were Ken Anderson in front of the modified 3Mk7 Radar.
to be tracked were down at 137Mhz, so the mechanical coax and klystron
were replaced with a VHF front end pre-amp and receiver. This had to be
designed and constructed from scratch, at a time when, back in the late
‘60s, VHF transistor technology was still in its infancy. Another challenge,
of course, but again surmounted with the help of the College Radio Club,
G3HOS. (I wonder if the club and call-sign are still active? Ed.)
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The weather satellites that were to be
tracked were in polar orbits around the
earth, taking photographs of the earth’s
surface every few minutes. These were then
transmitted from the satellite, using a raster
scanning process, very similar to the way
that television pictures are transmitted, but at
a far slower rate. To reproduce the pictures
down on the ground, an old ‘Muirhead’
electromechanical facsimile machine was
used. These old fax machines used a
heat sensitive paper, where the image was
burnt onto the paper. They used tuning fork
oscillators in their electronic circuits. These
also had to be modified, as the frequency
for the satellite requirement was higher than
for the paper facsimile machine’s reception/
transmission. This was done by removing
the tuning fork and then, by trial and error,
grinding down the prongs of the fork until the
desired frequency was achieved.
This flagship project was successfully
completed and used regularly by the
College, gaining great acclaim in the local
press and from the Meteorological Office at
Bracknell. Later, the system was displayed Sgt Bill Turnbull , A/T/CSM Laurence Springthorpe, Major Graham Cant and SSgt Ken Anderson
as part of the College’s contribution to the comparing some received satellite images with maps of countrys on an educational globe.
Aldershot Military Show in 1970.
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THE COLLEGE RSM
AOBA extends a warm welcome to the new RSM of the Army Technical
Foundation College who is WO1 (RSM) N T Osborne, PWRR, having taken
up in his post last August. Prior to taking up this appointment, the RSM was
an instructor at the Infantry Training Centre (ITC) Wales. The ITC has the
role to train appropriate number of Infantry and Other Arms and Services
Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers in leadership, tactics, skill at
arms and range management to the highest possible standard. Thus, he is
more than ably suited to continue the traditions of high soldier training we
all associate with the Army Apprentices’ School and Colleges at Arborfield.
RSM Osborne is the 25th RSM at Arborfield and, sadly, he may be the last
to fill that proud post, if the planned closure of the College at Arborfield and
move to Harrogate takes place next year.
The RSM attended the latest meeting of the Association’s Management
Committee and he is looking forward to meeting members of the
Association at the 2004 Reunion in June. He is a keen footballer and has
taken on the mantle of ‘Manager’ for the College football team who, at the
time of writing, are through to the third round of the Army Cup. We wish him
and then well and are proud that the traditions of sporting achievements at
Arborfield are in safe hands.
(PWRR - The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment is the senior English infantry Regiment of The Line. It was formed on
9th September 1992, by the amalgamation of the Queen’s Regiment and The Royal Hampshire Regiment. It is the Infantry
County Regiment of London, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Hampshire, Middlesex, Isle of Wight and the Channel Islands. Ed).
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WO1 RSM Gary Mullins Coldstream Guards who
served as RSM of the Army Technical Foundation
College from January 2002 to August 2003
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